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In losing to the Lightning, the Canes learn a painful lesson on where they want to be  

By Luke DeCock  

In a sense, there was mercy in it ending like this. The 
Carolina Hurricanes were spared worrying about what might 
have been. Their season ended at the hands of a team that 
did everything they tried to do, but did it so much better. 

A shutout at the hands of Andrei Vasilevkiy on Tuesday was 
a fitting finish to the series, a 2-0 loss to fall in five games to 
the Tampa Bay Lightning, a team that didn’t miss when it had 
the chance.  

“We had in our minds, something different than this,” 
Sebastian Aho said. “I thought we were ready to take the 
next step. And the next step is to be the best, right?” 

They were not ready to take the next step. The Hurricanes 
were bodied out of the playoffs by the Boston Bruins the past 
two years; they ran into a mentally tougher team this time 
that also happened to have more talent. 

Just as there can be no illusions about how far the 
Hurricanes have come in three seasons under Rod 
Brind’Amour, this series laid bare how much there is left to 
do. This was a fast-paced series, a test of skill as much as 
will. It was decided, as playoff series often are, where talent 
truly shines: special teams and goaltending.  

“Our talent is close, but clearly we got beat in the talent 
area,” Brind’Amour said. “The big areas: PP, PK, that’s the 
area we’ve got to get better. We were good all year, but 
when you’re up against the best, it’s a great comparison. 
That’s how it’s done.” 

Tampa’s power play was vicious — 1-for-2 on Tuesday and 
that was all it took — and the Hurricanes too often tested fate 
with undisciplined play. 

Vasilevskiy bobbled only once and the Hurricanes couldn’t 
capitalize, while Alex Nedeljkovic and Petr Mrazek each 
gave a game away. 

The Lightning’s top line was better, the Lightning’s fourth line 
was better. 

Game, set, match, series, season. 

There were still two great missed opportunities in this series: 
Game 1, when Nedeljkovic’s blunder gifted the Lightning a 
win, and Game 4, when the Hurricanes and Mrazek 
collectively collapsed after getting four past Vasilevskiy and 
taking a two-goal lead on the road. 

On such delicate fulcrums, a playoff series can pivot. 
Especially against a team as experienced as the Lightning, a 
power play as clinical, a goalie as unflappable. 

“We’re very close,” Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal said. 
“Obviously we had a strong season. We had a solid playoffs. 
We couldn’t quite pull it together here at the end, close to the 
end, I guess. We still have a lot of really good young players 
that get it and are understanding the game and 
understanding how to win. We still have to find a way to be 
better in all aspects.” 

The Hurricanes worked too hard over the course of a 
shorter-than-usual but harder-than-usual season to win the 
division to be summarily dismissed like this, and above and 
beyond the missed opportunities in this series, an even 
bigger one will loom in memory for a while.  

The eventual survivor of this division always had a case to 
make as the best team in the NHL, having emerged from the 
Carolina-Florida-Tampa crucible; only the eventual winner of 
the Colorado Avalanche-Vegas Golden Knights series can 
argue. Whoever it was that emerged from this series was 
going to feel very good about its chances if the New York 
Islanders indeed close out that series. (The Bruins would be 
a different story for the Hurricanes, perhaps not the 
Lightning.) 

Anything can certainly happen in the postseason, but the 
Islanders and Montreal Canadiens don’t appear to be at the 
same level — especially now that the Lightning has Nikita 
Kucherov back, salary cap be damned. 

The Hurricanes may have been superior over the long haul 
of the regular season, but the Lightning were a little bit better 
in every way in the postseason. There’s no getting around 
that, no excuses to be made, no mystery about it now. 

The regular-season success was a huge step forward but 
there’s so much work still to be done. 

And there are difficult decisions to be made. Dougie 
Hamilton has almost certainly played his last game for the 
Hurricanes, and possibly Jordan Martinook, Brock McGinn 
and Mrazek as well. Even Brind’Amour isn’t under contract 
for next season, although owner Tom Dundon would be 
insane to let it come to that. 

Still, it won’t be the same. Nor should it be. 

“There’s a next step we have to find,” Brind’Amour said. 
“That’s what’s left.” 

Wherever they thought the bar was set, as a Stanley Cup 
contender, the Hurricanes learned in the hardest way they 
aren’t in a position to clear it yet. The way this series went, 
the way it ended, left no doubt.
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Heroic effort from keeper Alex Nedeljkovic not enough as Hurricanes’ season ends  

By Chip Alexander  

The Carolina Hurricanes did all they could to keep their 
season alive Tuesday. 

They competed hard, played with desperation against the 
Tampa Bay Lightning. Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, given the 
start in Game 5 of the playoff series, made some huge stops. 
Forwards Vincent Trocheck and Nino Niederreiter, coming 
off injuries, gamely played. 

But the Lightning again proved to be too good, and 
especially goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy, as Tampa Bay clinched 
the series with a 2-0 victory at PNC Arena as Vasilevskiy had 
29 saves. 

“It feels pretty bad right now,” Canes forward Sebastian Aho 
said. “Maybe tomorrow, or in two days, I can give you a 
better answer. I don’t feel good right now. It sucks.” 

Bradyen Point’s power-play goal in the second period gave 
the Lightning a 1-0 lead that Tampa Bay took into the third. 
Fourth-line forward Ross Colton then snapped a shot from 
the right wing that beat Nedeljkovic to the glove side at 9:04 
of the third for a two-goal cushion. 

With the Canes unable to solve Vasilevskiy, who allowed 
four goals in Game 4 and showed some vulnerability, there 
would be no comeback. PNC Arena eventually fell silent. 

“I think our group in general, I thought there wasn’t a whole 
lot of waver in this room, with COVID coming through and 
guys stepping up, injuries, it was a group that just get 
working,” Canes captain Jordan Staal said. “That’s always 
been our identity in Carolina. I think the guys brought that 
every game.” 

In winning the series in five games, the Lightning won all 
three games on the Canes’ home ice. The Canes’ lone 
victory came in Game 3 in Tampa, and they led 4-2 in Game 
4 before the Lightning surged to a 6-4 win that gave Tampa 
Bay the 3-1 series lead. 

“I’m always proud of these guys,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “You come to work and have a group of 
people that leave it out there. ... But we’re obviously 
disappointed. This is not what we set out for. We wanted to 
win it all.” 

Point’s goal, his eighth of the playoffs, came at 4:06 of the 
second and moments after Vasilevskiy’s biggest save. The 
Canes had a shorthanded rush and Trocheck ripped a shot 
from the right circle, but Vasilevskiy got across to make the 
save and keep PNC Arena from really rumbling. 

The Lightning dominated special teams in the series. The 
Canes were 2 of 14 on the power play. 

Carolina defenseman Brett Pesce was injured in the third 
period, taking an elbow to the head from Ondrej Palat and 
being taken to concussion protocol. But the Canes, trailing 2-
0, could not convert on the power play. 

“We’ve got to get better,” Brind’Amour said, already starting 
to look ahead. “Your depth, there’s always a weakest link 
that you can have. You have to find what that is and get 
better at it. We definitely have great pieces here, talent wise 
and people wise. We have to keep those in tact, and if 
there’s areas to get better, we’ve got to find them and get 
better at it.” 

Despite losing all three at home, the Canes faithful showed 
up en masse, something that at the outset of the playoffs 
was in doubt based on state and league regulations. The 
players noticed. 

“It was amazing. I enjoyed moment to see fans out there, 
especially here in the PNC seeing all the Caniacs supporting 
us,” Aho said. “It’s such a loud barn. It makes the game even 
better and feels amazing.” 

An obviously disappointed Staal preferred to look forward at 
the bigger picture. 

“There’s a bright future here,” Staal said. “It’s all good stuff. 
Carolina throughout the league is making a name as a team 
hard to play against.”
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Hurricanes turn attention to free agency — and signing Rod Brind’Amour to a new contract  

By Chip Alexander  

Not long after Vincent Trocheck’s shorthanded shot was 
stopped by Andrei Vasilevskiy, the realization began to sink 
in: the Carolina Hurricanes would not be beating the Tampa 
Bay Lightning in their playoff series.  

The Canes’ season would be ending Tuesday at PNC Arena, 
which had been a huge home-ice advantage for Carolina all 
year but not against the Lightning. For the third straight 
season, the Canes would find a playoff opponent that was 
too tough, too good for them to handle. 

The past two years, it was the Boston Bruins. The Lightning, 
the 2020 Stanley Cup champion, offered an even sterner test 
with a blend of experience, savvy, scoring, special teams. 
And with Vasilevskiy, the best goalie in the world, in net. 

The Canes had Trocheck and Nino Niederreiter back in the 
lineup Tuesday for Game 5, but having the two forwards 
come off injuries and play wasn’t enough. The Lightning won 
2-0 to end the second-round series in five games, a sour end 
to what had been a special season for the Canes team that 
won the Central Division with a 36-12-8 record, 

“We obviously had a strong season,” Canes captain Jordan 
Staal said. “We had a solid playoffs. We just couldn’t quite 
pull it together here at the end.  

“We had a lot of fun this year and we did a lot of good things. 
It’s great to see our young guys grow and become elite 
players. It’s only going to get better here in Carolina.” 

The handshake line after the game was prolonged, as the 
players paused to speak and patted each other on the chest. 
Brind’Amour took several moments speaking to Vasilevskiy. 

“I’ve been around a long time and I’ve seen a lot of goalies 
that are good, but he’s as good as anybody I’ve ever seen,” 
Brind’Amour said. “And how he affects the team and how 
they can play. That’s kind of what I told him. And it’s true.” 

The Canes scored four goals on Vasilevskiy in Game 4, 
which made him uncomfortable, but lost 6-4. The 2021 
Vezina Trophy finalist -- and likely favorite -- was back on his 
game Tuesday.  

“He makes it look easy,” Brind’Amour said. 

The unflappable Vincent Vasilevskiy 

Vasilevskiy’s save on Trocheck at 3:18 of Tuesday’s second 
period was a game-changer. Had the Canes broken through 
shorthanded for the first goal of the game, PNC Arena would 
have erupted and the Canes could have played from in front.  

Instead, Tampa Bay’s Brayden Point scored on the power 
play. And he did it with a crafty little move, faking a forehand, 
toe-dragging the puck and then lifting a backhander past 
goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, who Brind’Amour gave the start after 
Petr Mrazek started the two games in Tampa. 

When Ross Colton scored in the third period, with 
Vasilevskiy unflappable in net and the Lightning limiting the 
Canes’ offensive chances, Tampa Bay was able to ruggedly 
lock it down. It’s on to the NHL semifinals for a team capable 
and talented enough -- with Nikita Kucherov in the lineup -- 
to make it back-to-back titles. 

The Canes were left badly disappointed. Center Sebastian 
Aho, ever competitive, took the series loss hard and refused 
any notion of the Canes taking a “step forward” this season. 

“It doesn’t feel like that right now,” Aho said. “We had, in our 
minds, something different than this. I thought we were ready 
to take the next step. The next step is to be the best, right?” 

Aho had no problem pinpointing a key to the Lightning 
winning the series: Tampa Bay scored on a lot of their power 
plays and the Canes did not. That, and Vasilevskiy. 

“It’s such a small margin,” Aho said. “Games could go either 
way. But if I had to say one, it’s got to be the special teams. 
Today they got a power-play goal and that was the game-
winning goal. We didn’t get any. That’s the game.” 

As the Canes shook hands with the Lightning players and 
staff after the game, one had to wonder: which of the Canes 
players would not be with the team next season? Some will 
be unrestricted free agents, headed by defenseman Dougie 
Hamilton, and could leave in free agency. Others could be 
traded.  

Rod Brind’Amour needs a new contract 

And what about Brind’Amour? He’s essentially a free-agent 
head coach, his three-year contract ending this season. Will 
the Canes and Brind’Amour finally hammer out a new 
contract, as many expect, or could an NHL team in a bigger 
market, offering more money, possibly lure him away? 

Asked after Tuesday’s game if he would be the Hurricanes 
coach next season, Brind’Amour said, “Yeah, I hope so.”  

Brind’Amour often has said he wants to stay with the Canes 
and continue to live in this community, but there must be an 
agreement that fits both sides’ needs. 

There’s much to be done before the 2021-22 season begins 
and there will be some uncertainty. But everyone can agree 
that beginning a full, new season in a more normal setting, 
with fans in the arena on opening night, with an outdoor 
game likely being played, is an exciting thought after the 
challenges and limitations of the 56-game pandemic season. 

“This team was a great team all year and people didn’t get to 
watch us until the end,” Brind’Amour said. “This would have 
been an unbelievable year. We were one of the best teams 
in the league the whole year and nobody could come see us 
play. They missed out on that.  

“Hopefully we can replicate that and create that excitement, 
and people have a lot of fun around here. Because that’s 
what I’m hoping that we can provide.”
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‘It’s not a step forward’: Disappointed Sebastian Aho breaks fourth wall as Hurricanes lose 

By Sara Civian 

On the CVS receipt-sized list of things I won’t miss about 
video call interviews, not being able to read the room ranks 
No. 1. 

If you’ve read my stuff over the past three seasons (thank 
you), I hope you can tell how much I’ve cherished the 
relationships I’ve made and personalities I’ve met while 
covering the Hurricanes — the friends we’ve made along the 
way, if you will. It’s been the joy of my career to attempt to 
uncover new tidbits about the Justin Williamses and the Rod 
Brind’Amours while witnessing the Andrei Svechnikovs and 
Sebastian Ahos form their own stories in front of our eyes. I 
didn’t realize how easy I had it back in the day, or how lucky I 
was to get backstage access to the little moments — and I 
seriously wasn’t prepared for how much it would affect 
something as simple as a postgame column. 

Throughout the Hurricanes’ third consecutive playoff run — 
that ended in Round 2, via a 2-0, Game 5 loss to the 
Lightning on Tuesday — I’d been searching so hard for the 
little moments to no avail. It was such a weird juxtaposition, 
in a season filled with such resolve and emotion, to have to 
ask about it all through a computer that more often than not 
had an unignorably bad WiFi connection. 

I don’t know if Aho realized it in the moment, but his 
postgame presser actually broke through the video call wall, 
which has become a bit of a fourth wall, and he said much 
more than he thought he did. 

A transcript: 

Is this a step forward?: “I don’t know. It doesn’t feel like that 
right now. We had, in our minds, something different than 
this. I thought we were ready to take the next step. The next 
step is to be the best, right? A lot of good things. I’m proud of 
the effort. I love the group. I enjoyed this year with these 
guys, but at the same time it’s not a step forward because 
we didn’t get the ultimate goal.” 

What does it feel like, then? “It feels pretty bad right now. I 
don’t know. Maybe tomorrow or in two days I can give you a 
better answer, but I feel not good right now. It sucks. But it is 
what it is.” 

On the difference in the two teams that eventually lost it for 
the Canes: “It’s such a small margin. Games could go either 
way. But if I had to say one, it’s got to be the special teams. 
Today they got a power-play goal, and that’s the game-
winning goal. We didn’t get any. That’s the game. The guys 
who play on the power play and penalty kill, it needs to be 
better. That’s probably the top PK in the league, but guess 
what. They’re the defending champs, and it’s a pretty good 
run they’re making right now. Those are the things where 
you’ve got to be better, for myself today. It’s one part of the 
game if the team wants to win, I’m one of those guys who 
plays a lot of special teams. I’ve got to be better.” 

As great as Jordan Staal has been on and off the ice as the 
Hurricanes’ captain, he’s got the perspective of a Cup-
winning veteran, and he’s much more of a do-er than a 
talker. That’s fine, and he’s had an amazing season by any 
account. His postgame interview wasn’t fluff, and it wasn’t a 
lie — he’s super even-keeled, and he genuinely believes this 
team will win it all, eventually — he sees beyond himself. 

That’s exactly what the young Hurricanes need to balance 
out the uncertainty and inner turmoil. But after this playoff 
run, and after a season that was somehow so emotional and 
so cold at the same time, the people needed humanity. 

The most positive takeaway from this arguably disappointing 
playoff run was Aho’s negativity. 

Six goals and 11 points in 11 games, a few tussles he 
initiated himself when he took exception to shots at his 
teammates and a teary-eyed press conference. This bizarre 
situation showed us that the passion and competitiveness 
we’ve always sort of thought Aho had is legit. 

Brind’Amour kept coming back to Aho’s words in his own 
press conference. 

“I’m glad he would say that,” Brind’Amour said. “You certainly 
don’t want to be satisfied because that’s not it. We were here 
to try to win. I love that that’s what he said because we fell 
short of that. I think in looking just at him, he took a big step 
this year. He went toe to toe with one of the best players in 
the game this series, and I thought was right there with him. 
That’s where he took a step forward. I love that he’s all in to 
just win. That’s what we need around here, for sure.” 

“… What I love about (Aho) is that he wants to win. It’s all 
about winning the Stanley Cup. That’s it.” 

Anything short of that is a disappointment to a choked-up 
Aho and maybe to a fanbase whose expectations have been 
rightfully higher after a Central Division regular season 
championship (please, no banners) and a young core getting 
more experience. We’ll get to the road ahead tomorrow, but 
let’s put this season to rest first. 

Postgame Observations 

• The things everyone saw coming but nobody could stop 
finally proved fatal for the Canes: Special teams, world-class 
goaltending, wasted opportunities and failing to score first. 
Sometimes it really is that simple. Game 5 was as surgical 
as it needed to be from Tampa’s standpoint — squeeze the 
Canes’ energy out after their best period (first) with nothing 
to show, grind them down and score on the power play 
before the second period expires, capitalize on a small, late-
game error and make it seem gigantic. Oh, and do all that 
while allowing nothing. Brind’Amour told Andrei Vasilevskiy 
(29 saves) in the handshake line that he’s as good as any 
goalie he’s ever seen. I’m still thinking about Brind’Amour’s 
answer to NHL.com’s Tracy Myers, when she asked what, 
exactly, he said.”I’ve been around a long time, that’s kind of 
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what I said. I’ve seen a lot of goalies that were good, but he’s 
as good as anyone that I’ve ever seen,” he said. “I go back to 
Dominik Hasek and how he affects the team the way they 
can play. He makes it look easy. Dominik Hasek made it look 
hard. We had a lot of great looks tonight, and they looked 
like nothing because he was in the right place or whatever. 
That’s what I told him.” 

• The Canes are one step closer, but this series showed they 
still aren’t quite there. How do they get there? The most 
important question for the Hurricanes this offseason is 
honestly weighing themselves against their playoff 
opponents and not asking — how do you get there? — but 
asking how you get beyond it. It sort of felt like the Lightning 
were able to solve the Hurricanes surgically because the 
Canes were just playing to match the Lightning and survive. 
You can’t blame them, but you do wonder what their “Oh, I’m 
good enough to win a Cup” moment will really be. Let’s 
remember it took the Lightning getting swept in the first 
round. It feels like the Canes have something special 
brewing they haven’t yet figured out how to ferment into their 
own brand. They’re young, and they’ll get there, but right 
now some of their passes and plays feel too easy to read to 
actual Cup contenders. You saw it in the way the Lightning 
adjusted their penalty kill like it was nothing halfway through 
the series, and the Canes suddenly couldn’t connect on the 
power play. Whatever that is, it isn’t about a certain goalie or 
a certain top six acquisition or any perceived “hole.” At this 
point, it’s about how to put it all together to be less 
predictable to the top dogs. 

• I polled 3,171 of my lovely Twitter followers before the 
game, and 83 percent of you said Alex Nedeljkovic should 
start in net, while 17 percent of you said Petr Mrazek should 
start. Shout out to those of you who replied “James Reimer” 
for making me feel bad. Regardless, Brind’Amour, goalie 
coach Paul Schonfelder and company agreed with you — 
and everyone was right. This postseason didn’t end because 
the Canes “need a No. 1 goalie” — they’ve finally found him 
in Nedeljkovic, I think — even if Nedeljkovic isn’t fully there 
yet. He will be next playoffs, and we’ll look back and 

remember how it all started when the Canes gave him the 
playoff experience he’s absolutely going to need. 

• Hot take? I don’t know. Brett Pesce was the best 
Hurricanes player in these playoffs. I refuse to elaborate for 
dramatic effect, but if you ask me why I think this in the 
comments I’ll give you a 300-plus word answer. 

• Vincent Trocheck wasn’t lying when he said he’d run 
through a brick wall for Brind’Amour. The end-of-season list 
of injuries and surgeries hasn’t been revealed yet, but, how 
do I put this? Multiple sources tell me it took a serious belief 
in the team and desire to win to play through what Trocheck 
played through. He didn’t just play through it either, he was 
one of the best on the ice — he laid a huge hit on Anthony 
Cirelli in the first. You think of the way he’s played since he 
became a Cane, and you just have to tip your hat. 

• To the outside media members that came at Hurricanes 
fans for, uhh, cheering on the team after *gestures toward a 
year of actual Hell on Earth*, I will put this as kindly as my 
Bostonian ass possibly can: Please, just shut up. I will also 
leave you with this, from the first playoff game at PNC Arena: 
“That’s why you play. You kinda forgot about it, cuz you 
haven’t had it for so long. I think the guys were just, like, 
wow. And I think the people just needed something to cheer 
about. We had a year-and-a-half worth of just junk thrown at 
everybody. They let it all out last night. That’s what it felt like. 
Yeah, they’re cheering for us, but they were just cheering 
that they got to go outside, root for a team and have a sense 
of, OK, this is kind of normal again. Forget about all the crap 
that’s gone on. It’s just, hey, we’re here to enjoy ourselves, 
and that’s what life is about. We can do it in an environment 
with people you love and care about, and what the heck? 
Why wouldn’t you? I think it just all came out last night.”I 
don’t know who needs to hear this, but being negative 
doesn’t mean you’re smarter or better than anyone else. I 
don’t want to go back to normal after COVID-19 — I want us 
to celebrate every darn thing worth celebrating. If you wake 
up and get out of bed tomorrow, I’m clapping for you. But I’m 
definitely not doing the wave. 
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Hurricanes shut out in Game 5, eliminated by Lightning 

Carolina lost 2-0 and lost the series 4-1 

By Cory Lavalette 

RALEIGH — The Carolina Hurricanes’ season came to an 
end Tuesday at PNC Arena when the Tampa Bay Lightning 
won the second-round series between the teams with a 2-0 
win in Game 5. 

Three Thoughts 

1. As it was throughout the series, the Lightning power play 
was the difference in the game. Just like in Game 1 of the 
series, Brayden Point broke a 0-0 tie in the second period 
with a goal on the man advantage to give Tampa Bay the 
game’s first goal. It was the one goal they’d need to close out 
the series. 

“It’s such a small margin. Games could go either way,” 
Hurricanes center Sebastian Aho said of the difference in the 
series. “But if I had to say one (thing), it’s got to be the 
special teams. Today, they got a power play goal, and that’s 
the game-winning goal. We didn’t get any. That’s the game. 
The guys who play on the power play and penalty kill, it 
needs to be better. … I’m one of those guys who plays a lot 
of special teams. I’ve got to be better.” 

2. Two words: Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

The Lightning goalie is the best on the planet, and he 
answered any doubts some might have had after his shaky 
Game 4 performance with a dominant one in Game 5. 

The past two seasons following elimination by the Bruins, 
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour was quick to heap praise 
on Zdeno Chara and talk about the admiration he had for the 
ageless defenseman. On Tuesday, it was Vasilevskiy that 
the Carolina coach gushed over. 

“I’ve seen a lot of goalies that were good, but he’s as good 
as anyone that I’ve ever seen,” Brind’Amour said. “I go back 
to Dominik Hasek and how he affects the team the way they 
can play. He makes it look easy. Dominik Hasek made it look 
hard. We had a lot of great looks tonight, and they looked 
like nothing because he was in the right place.” 

3. Changes are coming to the Carolina roster. We’ll certainly 
dig deeper on this in the coming weeks and months, but the 
Hurricanes will likely undergo a significant facelift on their 
defense — Dougie Hamilton, an unrestricted free agent, is 
likely to get a monster payday on the open market that he 
won’t get in Raleigh — and the team’s depth forwards will 
likely be overhauled. 

“We’ve got to get better, your depth,” Brind’Amour said. 
“There’s always a weakest link that you can’t have. We’ve 

got to figure out what that is and get better at it. We definitely 
have some great pieces here both talent-wise and character-
wise. We’ve got to make sure we keep those intact, and if 
there’s areas we’ve got to get better, which obviously we do, 
we’ve got to figure out a way to do that. So that’s what we’ve 
got to do moving forward.” 

Number To Know 

2 — Goals by the Hurricanes in three home games against 
the Lightning. Carolina was able to slow the Lightning attack 
in the trio of games at PNC Arena, but the Hurricanes didn’t 
score more than once in any game on home ice in the series. 

They Said It 

“You always learn from losing. You just do. You better. This 
one feels a little different than the other ones because we 
have been around a little more. But what do you learn? Like I 
said earlier, you learn that we have to be that much better. 
And you need 20 guys. You really need to have everybody at 
the top of their game to beat the best team. That’s why it’s so 
hard to beat the best team, and that’s why it’s the greatest 
trophy. So much has to go into it, and everyone’s got to get a 
little bit better.” 

— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 

Plus 

Alex Nedeljkovic, Hurricanes goaltender — You can’t ask 
much more of Nedeljkovic, who did everything he could to 
keep Carolina within striking distance in his three starts 
against the Lightning but got just two total goals of support 
from his teammates. 

“You’re proud of that kid because he’s been with us a long 
time, paid his dues and put in the time,” Brind’Amour said. 
“It’s nice to see that that paid off for him. Hopefully he’ll be a 
big part of us moving forward.” 

The Hurricanes didn’t find a way to get past the Lightning, 
but they seem to have found their No. 1 goalie. 

Minus 

Jake Bean, Hurricanes defenseman — When the chips were 
down in an elimination game, the Hurricanes didn’t count on 
Bean. The rookie defenseman was pushed around in his few 
shifts in the first period and was used sparingly throughout 
the night despite the fact Carolina was in desperate need of 
offense — Bean’s bread and butter. 

He played just 6:41 on Tuesday and finished the postseason 
with just one point — his Game 1 goal against the Lightning 
— in 11 games. Bean will be among those considered by the 
Seattle Kraken in the expansion draft, and the chances that 
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the Hurricanes would protect Bean from being selected 
diminished greatly after his playoffs.

 

 

Storm scourge: Canes' season ends with Game 5 loss to Lightning 

By Joe Giglio 

The Carolina Hurricanes will hang a banner for the Central 
Division title in PNC Arena before the start of next season. 

That will be the only one. 

The Tampa Bay Lightning ended the Canes’ season on 
Tuesday with a 2-0 win in Game 5 of the second round of the 
Stanley Cup playoffs. 

The Canes, after winning the COVID modified division in a 
56-game regular season, will have that to add to their 
collection at PNC Arena but no more. 

The Lightning will chase another big banner after winning the 
Cup last year in the playoff “bubble.” They will face either the 
New York Islanders or the Boston Bruins in the NHL’s 
version of the Final Four. 

The Canes will have the offseason to wonder “What if?” after 
losing all three games they played at home in the series. 

The Lightning got a power-play goal from Brayden Point at 
4:06 in the second period and Ross Colton added a dagger 
at 9:04 in the third period. 

That was all that goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy needed. 
Vasilevskiy stopped 29 shots and allowed a total of two 
goals, on 98 shots, in three games in Raleigh. 

The Canes' best chance was actually a short-handed chance 
by Vincent Trocheck in the second period, on a 2-on-1 break 
with Jordan Staal but Vasilevskiy was equal to the task. 

Dougie Hamilton had a prime opportunity near the end of the 
second period, on a nice drop pass from Sebastian Aho, but 
he couldn't get the puck past the Tampa Bay goalie. 

The biggest difference in the series was Tampa Bay’s ability 
to capitalize on the power play. The Lightning used three 
power-play goals on Saturday in Game 4 to erase a two-goal 
deficit. 

For the series, the Lightning were an off-the-charts 7 of 16 
with the man advantage. The Canes converted on just 2 of 
13 power-play chances. 

That 6-4 loss in Game 4 in Tampa will haunt the Canes this 
offseason as they face some important decisions. 

Tops on the list is locking up coach Rod Brind’Amour to a 
long-term contract. Brind’Amour has led the Canes to the 
playoffs in each of his three seasons at the coach. 

Hamilton, an unrestricted free agent, will likely be gone. A 
contract will have to be worked out with Andrei Svechnikov, 
restricted free agent. 

Who knows what other roster tweaks the Canes will make 
after a successful 36-12-8 regular season and a first-round 
playoff win over the Nashville Predators. 

But like the playoff exits to Boston in 2019 and ’20, the 
Canes’ season ends in disappointment and wondering how 
they can close the gap with the Cup contenders. 

Second round 

Game 1: Lightning 2, Canes 1 

Game 2: Lightning 2, Canes 1 

Game 3: Canes 3, Lightning 2 (OT) 

Game 4: Lightning 6, Canes 4 

Game 5: Lightning 2, Canes 0
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Game 5 Recap: Canes Eliminated by Lightning 

Canes' season ends against the defending champs in the 
Second Round 

By Michael Smith 

The Carolina Hurricanes were eliminated from the 2021 
Stanley Cup Playoffs in a 2-0 loss to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning in Game 5 of the Second Round. 

The Game 

The sequence during which the Lightning scored the first 
goal of the game - what held up as the game-winning goal - 
was a frustratingly perfect encapsulation of this series in just 
a minute's time. 

At the start of a penalty kill early in the second period, Jordan 
Staal raced down the ice with Vincent Trocheck on a 
shorthanded 2-on-1 break. Staal snuck a pass through Victor 
Hedman onto Trocheck's tape, but Andrei Vasilevskiy 
exploded across to his left to deny the grade-A scoring 
opportunity. 

Less than a minute later, the Lightning re-entered the 
offensive zone and quickly created a 2-on-1 opportunity. Alex 
Killorn fed Brayden Point, who dangled backhand-forehand-
backhand for the goal. 

Vasilevskiy makes an incredible save at one end. The 
Lightning score a power-play goal at the other. 

That's the game, and that was the series. 

"It's such a small margin. Games can go either way. If I have 
to say one, it's got to be the special teams. Today, they got a 
power-play goal, and that's the game-winning goal. We didn't 
get any," Sebastian Aho said. "It needs to be better." 

Ross Colton added a dagger a little more than nine minutes 
into the third period, and Vasilevskiy, though the Canes 
seemed to figure him out somewhat in Games 3 and 4, 
appeared at most other times impenetrable. He capped the 
series with a 29-save shutout, his third career playoff 
shutout, which have all come in clinching game scenarios. 

The Series 

The Canes knew that, in order to have a shot at getting by 
Tampa Bay in the second round, they had to stay out of the 
box and not allow the league's most lethal man advantage to 
jump over the boards. 

In the end, the Canes were 2-for-14 on the power play, and 
the Lightning were 7-for-16. Tampa Bay was surgical, even 
against the Canes' aggressive penalty killers. 

"We have to be better obviously. We got beat in a lot of 
different aspects in that series. Throughout the lineup, 
including myself, there are guys who need to be a little bit 

better," Jordan Staal said. "We need to be more committed 
to our system and play it stronger. We're right there and very 
close, but that's a very good team that obviously got the 
better of us." 

In the end, the Lightning's high-end skill - on the power play 
and in net - won out. 

"Right now my biggest takeaway is how do we get better? 
We were good all year, but when you get up against the 
best, that's the great comparison," head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "They're a great team for a reason. 
There's no weaknesses. They've got the best goalie in the 
world and probably the best couple players in the world. 
They're stacked everywhere. Great coaching. They don't 
miss a beat. They've got it all." 

The Season 

This year felt different. It felt special. 

The Canes stormed their way through the 56-game regular 
season, assembling one of their best seasons in franchise 
history and securing first place in the Central Division, the 
team's first division title since 2005-06 and fourth since 
arriving in North Carolina. 

They won 36 games. They earned 80 points. They made 
their third appearance in the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

They were likely going to have to go through the defending 
Stanley Cup champions to make a deep run - and that's 
exactly the match-up they drew in the Second Round - but 
why not? Why not the Canes? 

"I'm always proud of these guys. That's the thing that's great. 
You come to the room, and you have a group of people that 
leave it out there," Brind'Amour said. "We're obviously 
disappointed. This is not we started out to have. We wanted 
to win it all. It's tough. I think everyone is disappointed right 
now, but I'm always proud of the group. When we started this 
three years ago, it was to get relevant and expect to win, and 
we do now." 

The 2019 Stanley Cup Playoffs felt like a fever dream. The 
Canes made a seemingly improbable run to break their 
decade-long playoff drought. They knocked off the defending 
champions and swept a series before the magic dissipated in 
the Eastern Conference Final. 

The 2020 Stanley Cup Playoffs, in all their uniqueness and 
weirdness and improbability, were a learning experience. 
The Canes asserted their dominance and swept their way 
through the Qualifiers but, for the second straight year, were 
ousted by the Boston Bruins. 

The 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs - after a season that was 
one-of-a-kind, challenging, a whirlwind, a roller coaster, a 
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thrill - were supposed to be different. The Canes had earned 
it, and then they had to prove it, but they fell short. 

"We had, in our minds, something different than this. I 
thought we were ready to take the next step. The next step is 
to be the best, right?" Aho said. "A lot of good things. I'm 
proud of the effort. I'm proud of the group. I really enjoyed 
this year with these guys, but at the same time, it's not a step 
forward because we didn't get the ultimate goal." 

The End 

So, while this is where this ends, the story of this season is 
not yet finished. An epilogue will follow. But, for now, this is 
the end of the road, an end that arrived far too prematurely. 

But that's the bitter, cold finality of an ending. 

"You always learn from losing. You just do. Well, you better. 
This one feels a little different than the other ones because 
we have been around a little more. What do you learn?" 
Brind'Amour pondered. "We have to be that much better. We 
need 20 guys. You really need to have everybody at the top 
of their game to beat the best team. That's why it's so hard to 
win this thing. That's why it's the greatest trophy to win. So 
much has to go into it. Everyone has to get a little bit better."
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Lightning eliminate Hurricanes in Game 5 of Stanley Cup Second Round 

Vasilevskiy makes 29 saves in shutout to help defending 
champions advance to Semifinals 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Andrei Vasilevskiy made 29 saves for the 
Tampa Bay Lightning, who eliminated the Carolina 
Hurricanes with a 2-0 win in Game 5 of the Stanley Cup 
Second Round at PNC Arena on Tuesday. 

Vasilevskiy is the first goalie to end three straight Stanley 
Cup Playoff series with a shutout. He made 22 saves in a 2-0 
win against the Dallas Stars in Game 6 of the 2020 Stanley 
Cup Final, and 29 saves in a 4-0 win against the Florida 
Panthers in Game 6 of the first round. They are his only 
three playoff shutouts. 

"The road is a tough place to win, and you've got to tip your 
hat to the guys," Tampa Bay coach Jon Cooper said. "They 
won three games in this building, and it's not easy. A big 
thing is experience. We've been down this road, there's a 
formula in place and you need the players to execute. I'm 
proud of them and I'm proud of their effort." 

Brayden Point and Ross Colton scored for the Lightning, the 
defending Stanley Cup champions and No. 3 seed in the 
Discover Central Division. They will play the Boston Bruins or 
New York Islanders in the Stanley Cup Semifinals. The 
Islanders can advance by winning Game 6 of that best-of-7 
series Wednesday (7:30 p.m. ET; NBCSN, CBC, SN, TVAS). 

Alex Nedeljkovic made 23 saves for the Hurricanes, the No. 
1 seed. 

"Our talent is close, right? But clearly, we got beat in the 
talent area," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "The 
big areas, the power plays, the penalty kills, that's the area 
where we have to get better. We were good all year but 
when you get up against the best, that's a great comparison, 
right? To see, 'OK, well, that's how it's done.' 

"That's my biggest takeaway right now. But again, They're a 
great team for a reason. There's no weaknesses. They've 
got the best goalie in the world, got the best couple of 
players in the world, they're stacked everywhere and they 
have great coaching. They don't miss a beat. So they have it 
all." 

Tampa Bay took a 1-0 lead with a power-play goal at 4:06 of 
the second period. Point took a pass from Alex Killorn and 
faked to his forehand before lifting a backhand near the left 
post. 

"I go to the forehand and the goalie's got me, and I make a 
move to the backhand," Point said. "I think it's just kind of a 
reaction. I don't think I'm thinking too much on it." 

The goal came 48 seconds after Vasilevskiy reached to 
make a glove save on Vincent Trocheck's redirection at the 
right post with Carolina shorthanded. 

"I tried to get across as fast as possible," Vasilevskiy said. 
"[Trocheck] made a good shot. It was kind of awkward, a 
knuckleball. I think I touched it with my glove. After that save, 
we scored. So we helped each other." 

Point credited Vasilevskiy for bailing out the power-play unit. 

"He's done that a lot for us this year," Point said. "It was a 
pretty messy power play. They were all over us, pressuring 
us hard, giving us a lot of fits. We get one chance and we 
were able to make it count. Just another great game for 
'Vasy' tonight." 

The Hurricanes outshot the Lightning 21-15 through two 
periods. 

"You're trying to close a team out, they played fantastic," 
Point said. "I think that game could have gone either way. 
We were lucky to get that one." 

Colton capitalized on a turnover in the neutral zone by 
Steven Lorentz to make it 2-0 at 9:04 of the third period. The 
forward gathered a loose puck and skated in for a short-side 
wrist shot from the right face-off circle. 

The Lightning had 22 blocked shots, including a game-high 
five by defenseman Mikhail Sergachev. 

"It was a great effort by our guys, blocking shots, getting in 
lanes, not letting them go east-west and shoot one-timers," 
Sergachev said. "Guys were really locked in, and Vasy was 
locked in as always." 

The Hurricanes, who have qualified for the playoffs for three 
straight seasons, are 2-12 in the three series when they've 
been eliminated. 

"We have to be better," Carolina captain Jordan Staal said. 
"We got beat in a lot of different aspects of that series. I think 
throughout the lineup, including myself, there are guys who 
need to be better and we need to be more committed to our 
system and play stronger. I think we're right there, we're very 
close, but a very good team obviously got the better of us." 

NOTES: Carolina defenseman Brett Pesce left the game at 
12:50 of the third period after a hit by Tampa Bay forward 
Ondrej Palat, who was called for an illegal check to the head. 
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… The Hurricanes gave up the first goal four times in the 
series and in nine of 11 playoff games. The Nashville 
Predators scored first in five of six games in the first round. 
Carolina won both games when it scored first. … Hurricanes 
forward Nino Niederreiter, who missed the first four games of 
the series with an upper-body injury, had two hits in 17:48 of 

ice time. Trocheck returned after missing the previous two 
games with a lower-body injury. The forward had two shots 
on goal, two hits and a blocked shot in 20:58. … Tampa Bay 
was 1-for-2 on the power play and finished the series 7-for-
16 (46.7 percent).

 

Hurricanes seek next step after elimination by Lightning in Game 5 

Believe they're close to competing for Stanley Cup but must 
work to get to elite level 

By Tracey Myers 

The Carolina Hurricanes feel they're close to where they 
need to be to compete for the Stanley Cup, but their 
elimination by the Tampa Bay Lightning in the Stanley Cup 
Second Round reminded them there's still much work to be 
done. 

"Our talent is close, right? But clearly, we got beat in the 
talent area," Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said after a 
2-0 loss in Game 5 on Tuesday. "The big areas, the power 
plays, the penalty kills, that's the area where we have to get 
better. We were good all year but when you get up against 
the best, that's a great comparison, right? To see, 'OK, well, 
that's how it's done.' 

"That's my biggest takeaway right now. But again, They're a 
great team for a reason. There's no weaknesses. They've 
got the best goalie in the world, got the best couple of 
players in the world, they're stacked everywhere and they 
have great coaching. They don't miss a beat. So they have it 
all." 

The Hurricanes struggled against Lightning goalie Andrei 
Vasilevskiy throughout the series and had no answer in 
Game 5 either, when he made 29 saves for his second 
shutout of the postseason. 

Another area of concern was special teams. Carolina was 
second on the power play (25.6 percent) and third on the 
penalty kill (85.2 percent) during the regular season, but 

were 2-for-14 on the power play (14.3 percent) and 9-for-16 
(56.3 percent) on the penalty kill in the best-of-7 series. 

"Today they got a power-play goal that's a game-winning 
goal, and we didn't get any. That's the game," Hurricanes 
forward Sebastian Aho said. "Guys who play power play and 
penalty kill need to be better. I'm one of those guys who 
plays a lot of special teams, so I have to be better as well." 

The Hurricanes have reasons to be optimistic. They have a 
good, young core led by Aho, a 23-year-old who led Carolina 
with 57 points (24 goals, 33 assists) in 56 regular-season 
games. He also led them in the playoffs with 11 points (six 
goals, five assists) in 11 games. Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic 
made a big impact this season, going 15-5-3 with a 1.90 
goals-against average, .932 save percentage and three 
shutouts and is a finalist for the Calder Trophy, awarded to 
the NHL rookie of the year. The 25-year-old started all but 
two playoff games and was 4-5 with a 2.17 GAA, .920 save 
percentage and one shutout. 

The Hurricanes have made the playoffs three straight 
seasons after not qualifying for nine consecutive seasons. 
The Lightning reminded them what they need to do to take 
the next step.  

"We're going to have to learn from it, obviously, if we're going 
to want to get to the next level and be an elite team," 
Carolina captain Jordan Staal said. "We have a lot of really 
good, young players who are understanding the games and 
understanding how to win, but we still have to find a way to 
be better in all aspects, including myself. I think we're right 
there, we're very close, but a very good team obviously got 
the better of us."
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Lightning eliminate Hurricanes, advance to Cup semifinals  

By Aaron Beard 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Andrei Vasilevskiy was at his best 
again with the Tampa Bay Lightning in position to close out a 
playoff series. 

Throw in a couple of timely goals from Brayden Point and 
Ross Colton, and the reigning Stanley Cup champions are a 
step closer to playing for another title. 

Vasilevskiy posted his third straight shutout in a series-
clinching victory, helping the Lightning beat the Carolina 
Hurricanes 2-0 on Tuesday night to win the second-round 
series in five games. 

Point’s power-play goal — which followed a huge save from 
Vasilevskiy — put Tampa Bay up in the second period, then 
Colton scored in the third. That was more than enough for 
Vasilevskiy, who finished with 29 saves and stumped the 
homesteading Hurricanes for the third time in as many series 
games at PNC Arena.  

Tampa Bay is now 5-1 on the road in the playoffs, including 
taking a 2-0 series lead in the first round against Florida and 
then claiming all three in this series. 

“We’ve got a lot of confidence in our group,” Point said. “I 
thought we had a pretty good regular season where we were 
kind of building to this. ... Yeah, it’s just a belief in our group. 
We’ve got four lines and all the D and great goaltending. So 
we just feel confident.” 

It started with Vasilevskiy, a former Vezina Trophy winner as 
the NHL’s top goaltender and a finalist this year. He allowed 
just two goals on 70 shots through the first two games to 
open this series. 

Then, after a wild Game 4 in Florida that saw each team 
score four second-period goals, Vasilevskiy turned away 
every shot. Among his saves Tuesday was a huge glove 
stop of a 2-on-1 short-handed chance by Carolina’s Vincent 
Trocheck. 

Point’s goal came moments later on a gorgeous effort. He 
took a feed from Alex Killorn to his backhand side near the 
crease, went to his forehand before returning to the 
backhand to get Carolina netminder Alex Nedeljkovic off 
balance just enough to score at 4:06 of the second. 

“They’re both two big-time players that made big-time plays,” 
Lightning coach Jon Cooper said of the sequence. 

The Lightning nearly pushed that lead to 2-0 with captain 
Steven Stamkos scoring a buzzer-beating goal, but a review 
determined the puck didn’t cross the goal line in time. But 
Colton made up for it at 9:04 of the third for the 2-0 lead. 

The Hurricanes just couldn’t do the same. 

“He made some big saves, timely saves,” Carolina captain 
Jordan Staal said of Vasilevskiy. “Good goaltenders do that. 
He did a good job of not letting us get some momentum and 
get the crowd into it.” 

Next up for Tampa Bay in the NHL semifinals is the winner of 
the series between the New York Islanders and the Boston 
Bruins. The Islanders lead that best-of-seven series 3-2 and 
can close it out Wednesday at home. 

It was a frustrating finish for the Hurricanes, who were in the 
playoffs for the third straight season after a nine-season 
drought. They won the Central Division title for their first 
division crown since winning the Cup in 2006, and were in 
the Presidents’ Trophy race until the final week of the 
season. 

“There’s a next step we’ve got to find,” Carolina coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “That’s what’s left.” 

VASILEVSKIY’S SHUTOUTS 

Vasilevskiy had his first postseason shutout with 22 saves in 
a 2-0 win against Dallas in Game 6 of last year’s Cup final. 
Then he had 29 saves in a 4-0 win against Florida in Game 6 
of the first-round series. 

FAMILIAR SEQUENCE 

Point’s power-play goal marked the ninth time in 11 
postseason games that Tampa Bay has scored first, 
including four of five in this series. It was the reverse for the 
Hurricanes, who surrendered the first goal in nine of 11 
playoff games.  

INJURY WATCH 

The Hurricanes got a significant boost with the return of 
Trocheck and winger Nino Niederreiter from multi-game 
injuries. 

Niederreiter hadn’t played this series due to an upper-body 
injury suffered in a practice before the series opener. 
Trocheck suffered a lower-body injury in Game 2 and hasn’t 
played since. 

Hurricanes forward Warren Foegele remained sidelined with 
a shoulder injury suffered in a Game 3 hit. 

STORM WARNING 

Carolina Panthers coach Matt Rhule sounded the storm-
warning siren for the Hurricanes to take the ice for the third 
period. 

Duke associate head men’s basketball coach Jon Scheyer 
— who last week was named the coach-in-waiting successor 
to Hall of Fame coach Mike Krzyzewski for the 2022-23 
season — sounded the first-intermission siren.  
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Matt James, a former Wake Forest football player and star of 
the reality TV show “The Bachelor,” sounded the pregame 
siren.

 

Vasilevskiy yields little as Lightning advance in playoffs 

By Aaron Beard 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Andrei Vasilevskiy closed another 
postseason series by turning away every shot. And he’s 
getting even stingier in net as reigning Stanley Cup 
champion Tampa Bay advances in the playoffs. 

The 26-year-old goaltender posted a third straight shutout in 
a series-clinching victory in Tuesday’s 2-0 win against the 
Carolina Hurricanes, capping a five-game performance that 
had him frustrating the Central Division champions nearly the 
entire way.  

Outside of one wild second period in Game 4, Vasilevskiy 
rarely made mistakes or gave up anything easy. 

“It takes everybody to win a playoff game,” Vasilevskiy said. 
“It can’t just be one, two guys. Other guys, they have to give 
the best effort every night. Even the last game, I gave up 
four, we scored six. This game, we just scored two and we 
gave up nothing. So it’s great teamwork.” 

Maybe so, but it sure starts with Vasilevskiy’s steady play in 
the crease. 

He stopped 68 of 70 shots through the first two games of the 
series, helping Tampa Bay win both on the road just as the 
Lightning did to start the first-round series against Florida. By 
the time he had a 29-save shutout Tuesday, Vasilevskiy had 
surrendered just two goals in 99 shots through three road 
games — all wins — during the series. 

That left the Hurricanes struggling to create a break or a 
lucky bounce past Vasilevskiy from the start of the series all 
the way through to Tuesday’s finale. 

“He made some big saves, timely saves,” Carolina captain 
Jordan Staal said. “Good goaltenders do that. And he did a 
good job of not letting us get some momentum and get the 
crowd into it.” 

His biggest save came with when he knocked down a 2-on-1 
short-handed chance by Carolina’s Vincent Trocheck.  

“Sometimes mistakes are going to happen, that was one of 
them,” Vasilevskiy said. “I just tried to play regular 2-on-1, 
tried to get across as fast as possible. The guy made a good 
shot. And I don’t know, I just tried to react to it. It was kind of 
an awkward knuckleball. I think I touched it with my glove or 
pad. I don’t even remember.” 

That stop led almost immediately to Brayden Point’s go-
ahead goal with the man advantage. 

Vasilevskiy had his first postseason shutout with 22 saves in 
a 2-0 win against Dallas in Game 6 of last year’s Cup final. 
Then he had 29 saves in a 4-0 win against Florida in Game 6 
of the first-round series before matching that total in 
Tuesday’s Game 5. 

The former winner of the Vezina Trophy presented to the 
NHL’s top goaltender is a finalist for the award again. And 
he’s gone from surrendering 16 goals in the first five games 
against the Panthers to allowing nine goals in the six games 
since.  

Next up for Tampa Bay in the NHL semifinals is the winner of 
the series between the New York Islanders and the Boston 
Bruins.  

When Tuesday’s game was over, Carolina coach Rod 
Brind’Amour — a Cup winner as the Hurricanes’ captain in 
2006 — paused in the post-series handshake line to speak 
with Vasilevskiy in a show of respect. 

“I’ve seen a lot of goalies that are good, but he’s as good as 
anyone that I’ve ever seen,” Brind’Amour said. “And I go 
back to Dominik Hasek, and how he affects the team, the 
way they can play. That’s kind of what I just told him. and it’s 
true. He makes them look easy.”
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Lightning prevail on grind, experience in tough series vs. Hurricanes 

Andrei Vasilevskiy made 29 saves for the shutout as the 
Tampa Bay Lightning won 2-0 in Game 5 to eliminate the 
Carolina Hurricanes from the Stanley Cup playoffs.  

By Eric Francis 

To suggest he was relieved would be inaccurate, because he 
knows there’s still plenty of work to be done. 

But ask Jon Cooper about the latest test his club just passed 
and the Tampa Bay Lightning coach is quick to point out its 
magnitude.  

“I’ve been very fortunate to coach in a few playoffs now and 
those are two of the toughest rounds we’ve ever faced,” said 
Cooper following a five-game series win over the Central 
division-leading Carolina Hurricanes, capped off by a 2-0 
road victory on Tuesday. 

“It was a hell of a grind to get out of this division.” 

On paper, the Lightning sure didn’t make it look that way. 

After finishing off their upstart state rivals Florida Panthers in 
six, they made quick work of the league’s third-place finisher 
with three road wins in a building that witnessed just three 
regulation setbacks all season long. 

But don’t be fooled – every game against Carolina was a 
grind. 

Every game could have gone either way, but it was the 
defending champs whose experience, depth and poise 
wound up being the difference. Throw in world-class 
netminding and a power play operating at 41 per cent, and 
it’s easy to see why the Lightning are heavy favourites to roll 
past the winner of the Bruins/Islanders series next. 

This team has come an awful long way since an opening-
round sweep by Columbus made the 2019 Presidents’ 
Trophy champions a punching bag during that summer’s 
NHL Awards show. They haven’t lost a series since, and 
when you look at how they’re constructed, one wonders how 
they can possibly be stopped from repeating. 

“We’ve got a lot of confidence in our group,” said Brayden 
Point, whose game-winning goal was his eighth of the 
playoffs, putting him on pace to eclipse his tourney-leading 
14 from a year earlier. “I think we had a pretty good regular 
season where we were kind of building to this. We got some 
guys back in the lineup that definitely helped. It’s just a belief 
in our group. We’ve got four lines, solid defence and great 
goaltending. But this is not the end goal – there’s still so 
much work to be done. We can’t be too high here.” 

Those players who returned to the lineup in time for the 
playoffs just so happen to be a former Hart Trophy winner 
(Nikita Kucherov) and a former Rocket Richard Trophy 
winner (Steven Stamkos). 

It meant a former top-six fixture like Tyler Johnson was 
suddenly a fourth-line luxury alongside Pat Maroon, who’s 
gunning for his third-straight Cup. 

On Tuesday, they took their turn being difference-makers 
with a solid game, capped by a third-period insurance marker 
from rookie linemate Ross Colton. Earlier, Maroon drew the 
penalty that led to Point’s opening goal.  

Fresh off completing his fourth-straight season atop the NHL 
wins column, Andrei Vasilevskiy made 29 saves in the 
shutout, marking the third-straight series he’s clinched with a 
goose egg. His brilliance was on full display early in the 
second period of a scoreless game when a spectacular glove 
save robbed Vincent Trochek on a 2-on-1 while the Canes 
were short-handed. 

Forty seconds later, the puck was in the back of Carolina’s 
cage, courtesy of a nifty backhand-to-forehand-to-backhand 
move by Point in tight. 

“The power play was huge for us in these playoffs and 
sometimes mistakes are going to happen and that was one 
of them,” said Vasilevskiy of the game-changing minute. “I 
just tried to get across as fast as possible. (Trochek) made a 
good shot and I tried to react. It was a knuckleball and I got it 
with my glove. After that save we scored – we helped each 
other.” 

That’s what these Bolts do – they work as a unit that allows 
the big boys to take charge with impressive regularity, while 
also being able to rely on their depth charges on other 
nights. Their coach knows what a luxury that is, while others 
refer to it as downright daunting. 

With crowds theoretically becoming more and more a factor 
in these playoffs, the Lightning are now 5-1 in hostile 
environs.  

“The road is a tough place to win, you’ve got to tip your hat to 
the guys – they won three games in this building and that’s 
not easy,” said Cooper. 

“It’s leadership, but I think the big thing is experience. We’ve 
been down this road. There’s a formula in place and you 
need the players to execute it. I’m proud of their effort.”
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Lightning hold down Hurricanes to win Game 5, series 

By Marisa Ingemi  

The Lightning entered Game 5 the only team in the NHL 
perfect when leading after two periods. 

That was bad news for the Hurricanes already, as the 
Lightning led 1-0 heading into the third. It was even worse 
they had to deal with Andrei Vasilevskiy again. 

The Lightning goalie made 29 saves in Raleigh en route to a 
shutout and a 2-0 win for Tampa Bay to advance to the 
Stanley Cup Semifinals. Against the higher-seeded 
Hurricanes, the Lightning barely faced a blip on the radar all 
series. 

There was the Game 3 overtime loss to Sebastian Aho’s 
goal, but aside from that, the Lightning were near perfect, 
building off their First Round-series win over the Panthers. 

Now, the defending Stanley Cup champions are one step 
closer to to repeating their title. They’ll just have to get 
through one of the Bruins or Islanders. 

Carolina was as good of a test as any they will face, though; 
the Hurricanes finished as the top seed in the Central, but as 
anyone following the series knows, this was a different 
Lightning team than the one from the regular season. 

Brayden Point, on the power play, got on the scoreboard 
4:06 into the second period off a pass from Alex Killorn. 
Moments before that, Vasilevskiy had stopped the 
Hurricanes from striking first. 

It looked like the Lightning expanded their lead right as the 
buzzer sounded on the second period, but it was called no 
goal. 

That wasn’t good enough for Carolina; the Lightning were 
still ahead after three, and like previously mentioned, they 
have not lost in that situation all season. 

Ross Colton doubled the Tampa Bay lead with an insurance 
goal 10:56 left in the third. His near-pump fake froze 
Hurricanes goalie Alex Nedeljkovic to make it 2-0. Colton’s 

fourth line with Tyler Johnson and Pat Maroon made life 
difficult for the Hurricanes all night, grinding them down. 

Defenseman Mikhail Sergachev led a 22- blocked shot effort 
for the Lightning. Even late in the game as the Hurricanes 
pressed Vasilevskiy with the goalie pulled by the 2:45 mark, 
the Lightning defense was smothering. 

Right before the Hurricanes pulled Nedeljkovic, Ondrej Palat 
took a hit-to-the-head penalty with an elbow up high to end 
Hurricanes defenseman Brett Pesce‘s night. Pesce had to 
enter concussion protocol during the final moments. 

Carolina goes down in another would-have-been season. 
The Hurricanes made strides once again, and were a 
legitimate Stanley Cup contender. The Lightning, though, 
turned it on for these playoffs, and have looked close to 
unbeatable most times out. 

The Lightning have earned their spot. The Panthers and 
Hurricanes finished higher in the standings, and bettered 
them in the regular season matchups. Again, this is a 
different Lightning team with Nikita Kucherov back and 
Steven Stamkos healthy, but it’s also a team that has 
Stanley Cup experience. 

The Hurricanes played well, even on Tuesday night, testing 
Vasilevskiy with 29 shots. The recently-named Vezina finalist 
allowed just nine goals all series, with four of them coming in 
the 6-4 Game 4 victory. 

With Carolina’s defeat, the Avalanche are the last first-place 
team standing. On Tuesday, though, all that mattered was 
the Lightning are going to face either the Bruins, or Islanders 
and the Hurricanes are going home again. 

LIGHTNING VS. HURRICANES (TB wins series 4-1) 

Game 1: Lightning 2, Hurricanes 1 
Game 2: Lightning 2, Hurricanes 1 
Game 3: Hurricanes 3, Lightning 2 (OT) 
Game 4: Lightning 6, Hurricanes 4 
Game 5: Lightning 2, Hurricanes 0
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Recap: Canes season ends in shutout loss to Lightning 

The Carolina Hurricanes 2021 season came to an end in the 
second round Tuesday night, as the Canes lost 2-0 to the 
Lightning to drop the series 4-1.  

By Alec_Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes season came to an end in PNC 
Arena Tuesday night, as Andrei Vasilevskiy shut out the 
Canes to send the Tampa Bay Lightning through to the final 
four with a 2-0 win.  

For the Canes, the season ended without a goal, as 
Vasilevskiy stopped all 29 shots the Hurricanes put on his 
net. For Tampa Bay, Brayden Point scored on a second-
period power play, while Ross Colton made it 2-0 midway 
through the third period.  

Alex Nedeljkovic, back in net for the Canes after Petr Mrazek 
played games three and four, was phenomenal, stopping 23 
of 25 shots faced and keeping Carolina in the game with a 
flurry of dazzling saves in the third period prior to the Colton 
goal.  

Special teams were again the difference for Carolina, as the 
Canes went 0 for 3 on the power play while the Lightning 
went 1 for 2, that opening and game-winning goal from Point.  

The first period was eventful but scoreless, as the energy 
from both teams was clear and present from the puck drop.  

Both the Canes and Lightning had strong penalty kills early 
in the period, with both Vasilevskiy and Nedeljkovic looking 
locked in from the start. There was also a scoreless 4-on-4 
stretch, which featured a huge open-ice hit from Vincent 
Trocheck that ignited the PNC Arena crowd.  

The Lightning made it 1-0 early on in the second period on 
the power play, as Jani Hakanpaa went to the box for 
interference. The first chance of the power play came for the 
Hurricanes, as a failed attempt to keep the puck in the zone 
led to a great 2-on-1 chance for Carolina. Trocheck got a 

good look at it, but Vasilevskiy made an incredible diving 
save to deny the shorthanded goal.  

Shortly after that, Point showed off some of his own magic to 
open up the scoring, patiently switching to his backhand by 
the crease and roofing one past Nedeljkovic.  

Following an abysmal power play from Carolina, the Canes 
settled in and started to create some good chances down the 
stretch of the second period. However, Vasilevskiy and a 
slew of good blocks in front of him kept Carolina off the 
board.  

The Canes finally did catch a break at the very end of the 
second period, as the Lightning put a puck past Nedeljkovic 
as time was expiring. The point shot from Steven Stamkos 
very clearly did not cross the line before the buzzer sounded, 
as a few tenths of a second kept the Canes down just 1-0 
instead of 2-0.  

Carolina came out in the third period with some good 
possession early, peppering some chances but not finding 
the one it needed. On the other end of the ice, Nedeljkovic 
made a couple huge saves, one a point-blank save on Point, 
single handedly keeping the Canes season alive.  

The Canes kept pushing and Nedeljkovic kept making saves, 
but Tampa Bay got the dagger with 11 minutes to play in the 
game from Colton. Steven Lorentz turned the puck over in 
the neutral zone, and Colton walked it in and sniped one past 
Nedeljkovic to make it 2-0.  

Carolina got one final chance on the power play later in the 
third, as Ondrej Palat delivered a hit to the head of Brett 
Pesce and went to the box. The Canes, once again, came up 
empty on the man advantage.  

Nedeljkovic went to the bench with just under three minutes 
to play, but the puck found neither net during that time.
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They Said It: Staal, Aho discuss season-ending loss to Lightning 

Following the Hurricanes 2-0 loss to the Lightning to end 
Carolina’s season, Canes captain Jordan Staal and forward 
Sebastian Aho spoke to media.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

The season came to an end for the Carolina Hurricanes 
Tuesday night in PNC Arena, as the Canes got shut out by 
Andrei Vasilevskiy and the Tampa Bay Lightning in a 2-0 
loss.  

The Tuesday loss ended the second-round series, with the 
Lightning winning it 4-1 to advance out of the Central 
Division and into the final four.  

Following the game, Canes’ captain Jordan Staal and 
forward Sebastian Aho spoke with members of the media via 
Zoom. Here is what they had to say: 

Jordan Staal 

On if this was just a team that is a little bit better and more 
experienced getting the better of them: I think we have to be 
better, obviously. We got beat in a lot of different aspects of 
that series. I think throughout the lineup, including myself, 
there’s guys that need to be a little better. We just need to be 
more committed to our system and play stronger. Like you 
said, I think we’re right there. We’re very close. It was a very 
good team that obviously got the better of us.  

On if Andrei Vasilevskiy was in the Canes’ heads: I don’t 
know. He made some big saves, timely saves. Good 
goaltenders do that, and he did a good job of not letting us 
get some momentum and get the crowd into it. He was pretty 
solid obviously all series. A very good goaltender. I wouldn’t 
say he stole the show tonight, but he definitely made some 
key saves to keep us at bay.  

On if this is an opportunity to learn from the scar tissue of a 
loss like this: We’re gonna have to learn from it, obviously, if 
we’re gonna want to get to the next level and be an elite 
team. Like I said, we’re very close. We obviously had a 
strong season. We had a solid playoffs. We just couldn’t 
quite pull it together here at the end, or close to the end I 
guess. We’ve got still a lot of really good young players that 
get it and are understanding the game and understanding 
how to win. We can still find a way to be better in all aspects, 
including myself, and we’ll get there.  

On if the crowd cheering at the end reminded them how 
much bigger than just hockey this season was: There was a 
lot of stuff going on this year. Obviously with COVID and it 
kind of moving through the room and different stuff. It’s every 
year, I think. There’s adversity and stuff that goes on. That’s 
part of the fun, I think. It’s just the journey of battling with 
these guys. We’ve got a great group of guys. We had a lot of 
fun this year, and we did a lot of good things. It’s great to see 
our young guys grow and become elite players. It’s only 
going to get better here in Carolina with those young guys 
and the group we have. It’s exciting times and our fans can 
see it, I think, and appreciate it. We battled hard, and it’s 
unfortunate and disappointing that we came up short. A lot of 
good things going forward.  

On how rewarding of a season this will be looking back on it: 
We had a great season going. There was a lot of positives 
and things that really clicked. You could tell our team was 
rolling. I thought we battled hard in that first series. Nashville 
gave us a good run, and we battled through adversity there. 
We kind of stuck with it. Throughout the whole season was 
some good times and some good things. Obviously a sour 
taste at the end.  

On what he is most proud of: Just our group in general. 
There wasn’t a whole lot of waiver in this room. Like you 
said, with COVID coming through and guys stepping up and 
injuries, it was a group that just kept working. That’s always 
been our identity here in Carolina. The guys brought it every 
game. That’s what you’ve got to be proud of, I think. There’s 
times where it doesn’t work out. You might not always win it 
all, but we’ve got a group that gives its all every game. I think 
the fans appreciate that. I think you can tell our group is 
giving its all every time.  

On the organization and the future: There’s a bright future 
here in Carolina with the young group we have and the D 
corps and the right things moving forward with [Rod 
Brind’Amour]. It’s all good stuff. I think Carolina throughout 
the league is starting to make a name for itself that we’re 
gonna be a tough team to play against every night. That’s 
wanted to be our identity since the start, since [Brind’Amour] 
came here. I thought we accomplished that this season and 
showed up every game and made sure that we were in every 
one of them and weren’t giving up. We’re gonna keep trying 
to build that and keep getting better and try to move farther 
and farther into the playoffs.  

Sebastian Aho 

On if this season felt like a step forward for the group: I don’t 
know. It doesn’t feel like that right now. We had, in our 
minds, something different than this. I thought we were ready 
to take the next step. The next step is to be the best, right? A 
lot of good things. I’m proud of the effort. I love the group. I 
enjoyed this year with these guys, but at the same time it’s 
not a step forward because we didn’t get the ultimate goal.  

On what it feels like if not a step forward: It feels pretty bad 
right now. I don’t know. Maybe tomorrow or in two days I can 
give you a better answer, but I feel not good right now. It 
sucks. But it is what it is.  

On Alex Nedeljkovic’s performance and growth all year: All 
year he’s been huge for us. He played a big part in why we 
even got this far. He robbed some games for us and at least 
gave us a chance to win every night, which is all you can ask 
from your goalie. Even tonight he gave us a chance. He 
made huge saves and kept us in the game. But obviously we 
have to score a few goals to win against as good of a team 
as Tampa.  

On the difference in the series as a whole: It’s such a small 
margin. Games could go either way. But if I had to say one, 
it’s got to be the special teams. Today they got a power-play 
goal, and that’s the game-winning goal. We didn’t get any. 
That’s the game. The guys who play on the power play and 
penalty kill, it needs to be better. That’s probably the top PK 
in the league, but guess what. They’re the defending 
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champs, and it’s a pretty good run they’re making right now. 
Those are the things where you’ve got to be better, for 
myself today. It’s one part of the game if the team wants to 
win, I’m one of those guys who plays a lot of special teams. 
I’ve got to be better.  

On how special it was to play in front of the fans in the 
playoffs: It was amazing. We enjoyed every moment to see 

fans out there, especially here in PNC. To see all the 
Caniacs supporting us. It’s a loud barn. It’s part of the game 
and obviously makes the game even better and feels 
amazing. Even on the road, you want to see those people. It 
makes the game more fun, and I obviously appreciate every 
moment of these playoffs.

  

He said it: Rod Brind’Amour on Canes’ elimination 

Rod Brind’Amour spoke to the media after the Canes’ game 
five loss to the Tampa Bay Lightning.  

By Andrew Schnittker  

Following a 2-0 loss to the Tampa Bay Lightning in game five 
of their second-round series, the Carolina Hurricanes’ 2021 
season has come to a disappointing end.  

There’s plenty of positives to take away from this season, but 
now the focus turns to what will be an interesting offseason. 
Rod Brind’Amour spoke to the media following Tuesday 
night’s loss, here’s a full breakdown of everything he had to 
say:  

On if he’s more disappointed in the outcome or proud of the 
process: Good question. Both, probably. I’m always proud of 
these guys. That’s the thing that’s great. You come to work 
and you have a group of people that just leave it out there. 
That’s what they did tonight. Everybody was just going so 
hard. But we’re obviously disappointed. This is not what we 
started out to have. We wanted to win it all. It’s tough. I think 
everyone’s disappointed right now, but I’m always proud of 
the group. When we started this three years ago, it was to 
get relevant and expect to win, and we do now. And then to 
be proud of what we’re doing. I think we’ve done that. 
There’s that next step we’ve got to find. That’s what’s left.  

On the number one takeaway from this series: Right now the 
number one takeaway is that we’ve got to get a little bit 
better. Our talent is close, but clearly we got beat in the 
talent area. The big areas, the power plays, the penalty kills, 
that’s the area we’ve got to get better. So my biggest 
takeaway is ‘How do we get better?’ We were good all year, 
but when you get up against the best, that’s the great 
comparison. To see, ‘OK, wow, that’s how it’s done.’ That’s 
my biggest takeaway right now. But again, they’re a great 
team for a reason. There’s no weaknesses. They’ve got the 
best goalie in the world, probably the best couple players in 
the world. They’re stacked everywhere. They have great 
coaching. They’ve got it all.  

On what needs to change personnel wise: We’ve got to get 
better, your depth. There’s always a weakest link that you 
can’t have. We’ve got to figure out what that is and get better 
at it. We definitely have some great pieces here both talent 
wise and character wise. We’ve got to make sure we keep 
those in tact and if there’s areas we’ve got to get better, 
which obviously we do, we’ve got to figure out a way to do 
that. So that’s what we’ve got to do moving forward.  

On what the players learned from this year: You always learn 
from losing. You just do. You better. This one feels a little 
different than the other ones because we have been around 
a little more. But what do you learn? Like I said earlier, you 

learn that we have to be that much better. And you need 20 
guys. You really need to have everybody at the top of their 
game to beat the best team. That’s why it’s so hard to beat 
the best team, and that’s why it’s the greatest trophy. So 
much has to go into it, and everyone’s got to get a little bit 
better.  

On what he said to Andrei Vasilevskiy: I’ve been around a 
long time. That’s kind of what I said. I’ve seen a lot of goalies 
that were good, but he’s as good as anyone that I’ve ever 
seen. I go back to Dominik Hasek and how he affects the 
team the way they can play. He makes it look easy. Dominik 
Hasek made it look hard. We had a lot of great looks tonight, 
and they looked like nothing because he was in the right 
place or whatever. That’s what I told him. 

On Alex Nedeljkovic: We’ve talked about him a lot. He was 
really solid again today. He’d probably like to have the last 
one back, maybe. But he kept us in the game. He really did. 
You’re proud of that kid, because he’s been with us a long 
time, paid his dues and put in the time. It’s nice to see that 
that paid off for him. Hopefully he’ll be a big part of us 
moving forward.  

On Aho saying this season isn’t a step forward because of 
the loss: I’m glad he would say that. You certainly don’t want 
to be satisfied because that’s not it. We were here to try to 
win. I love that that’s what he said, because we fell short of 
that. I think in looking just at him, he took a big step this year. 
He went toe to toe with one of the best players in the game 
this series, and I thought was right there with him. That’s 
where he took a step forward. I love that he’s all in to just 
win. That’s what we need around here, for sure.  

On what he’s most proud of: All of that, really. This was just a 
tough year for everybody, but it felt like there was something 
that wasn’t going our way. And in the playoffs double it. It 
was just really weird how in the short playoff series, it felt like 
every game was like ‘Man, we didn’t get a break. That didn’t 
work our way.’ And yet these guys kept putting their head 
down and fighting. I guess that’s a long answer to your 
question, but just coming to work every day and saying ‘I’m 
going to do my job.’ And I appreciate that. 

On playoff scar tissue helping teams grow: That’s for sure. 
You learn a lot from these lessons. What I love about [Aho] is 
that he wants to win. It’s all about winning the Stanley Cup. 
That’s it. I think every time you take one on the chin, I think it 
molds you for the next time. It toughens you up, and it’s part 
of the process. You don’t want to have it, I went through a 
ton of times. You’ve got to just keep sticking with it. I know 
he will.  
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On taking pride in making the playoffs a third straight year: 
We want to have a chance every year. That’s what we 
wanted to do. I think obviously we’ve done that. I think right 
from the top down, that was the goal. Right from the 
beginning, day one, we never talked about making the 
playoffs. That’s not it. It’s trying to be the best team and we 
try to do everything that way with that in mind. So I don’t 
know if I’m proud of making the playoffs three years in a row, 
but I’m proud of how we’ve done it.  

On getting better and if the current group has more to give: 
I’m happy with how everyone performed, prepared to 
perform and work. Do we have to get better? Everyone’s got 
to get better. From our top guys all the way down, everyone 
has to get better constantly. Even if we had won the whole 
thing, I’d say that, because if you’re not getting better you’re 
getting worse. Do we have some areas that we want to clean 
up and get better personnel wise? For sure. Hopefully we 
can keep the bulk of these guys here, but it’s a business and 
we get it. But never one time did I doubt the group, and 
certainly not how they prepare and play.  

On how much he’s looking forward to entering a normal 
season next season: This whole playoffs has felt normal. We 
were lucky that this conference, Nashville had people in, 
we’ve had great fans here from the get go. But let’s hope that 
we all can return back to that way starting next year. This 
team was a great team all year, and people didn’t get to 
watch us until the end. This would have been an 
unbelievable year, we were one of the best teams in the 
league the whole year and nobody could come see us play. 
So they missed out on that. Hopefully we can replicate that 
and create that excitement, and people have a lot of fun 
around here. Because that’s what I’m hoping that we can 
provide. 

On if there were any injuries coming out of this series to 
rehab over the summer: Everybody’s banged up. If you’re 
asking about surgeries and stuff like that, I don’t know about 
that. They’re getting their medicals tomorrow, so we’ll maybe 
have more updates at a later time on that. This year was 
tough on the players for that because of the schedule and 
the way you played every other day and grinded it out. So I 
can’t answer that right now, but hopefully not.

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article251972588.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article251969693.html 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article251992173.html 

https://theathletic.com/2640216/2021/06/09/its-not-a-step-forward-disappointed-sebastian-aho-breaks-fourth-wall-as-hurricanes-lose/ 
https://nsjonline.com/article/2021/06/hurricanes-shut-out-in-game-5-eliminated-by-lightning/ 

https://www.wralsportsfan.com/storm-scourge-canes-season-ends-with-game-5-loss-to-lightning/19716924/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/game-5-recap-canes-eliminated-from-playoffs-by-lightning/c-325261192 

https://www.nhl.com/news/tampa-bay-lightning-carolina-hurricanes-game-5-recap/c-325053346 
https://www.nhl.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-eye-next-step-after-game-5-loss/c-325262348 

https://apnews.com/article/carolina-hurricanes-tampa-bay-lightning-hockey-nhl-sports-bd28bb7f477e3c014760ddd622ab7b06 
https://apnews.com/article/carolina-hurricanes-hockey-nhl-sports-8e2b9c00c102717b2267e53fd5353689 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/lightning-prevail-grind-experience-tough-series-vs-hurricanes/ 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/06/08/lightning-hold-down-hurricanes-to-win-game-5-series/ 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/6/8/22525302/recap-canes-season-ends-in-shutout-loss-to-lightning 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/6/8/22525360/they-said-it-staal-aho-discuss-season-ending-loss-to-lightning 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/6/8/22525439/carolina-hurricanes-rod-brindamour-tampa-bay-lightning 
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In losing to the Lightning, the Canes learn a painful lesson on where they 
want to be 

 

BY LUKE DECOCK 

 

RALEIGH-In a sense, there was mercy in it ending like this. The Carolina 
Hurricanes were spared worrying about what might have been. Their 
season ended at the hands of a team that did everything they tried to do, 
but did it so much better. 

A shutout at the hands of Andrei Vasilevkiy on Tuesday was a fitting 
finish to the series, a 2-0 loss to fall in five games to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning, a team that didn’t miss when it had the chance. 

“We had in our minds, something different than this,” Sebastian Aho said. 
“I thought we were ready to take the next step. And the next step is to be 
the best, right?” 

They were not ready to take the next step. The Hurricanes were bodied 
out of the playoffs by the Boston Bruins the past two years; they ran into 
a mentally tougher team this time that also happened to have more 
talent. 

Just as there can be no illusions about how far the Hurricanes have 
come in three seasons under Rod Brind’Amour, this series laid bare how 
much there is left to do. This was a fast-paced series, a test of skill as 
much as will. It was decided, as playoff series often are, where talent 
truly shines: special teams and goaltending. 

“Our talent is close, but clearly we got beat in the talent area,” 
Brind’Amour said. “The big areas: PP, PK, that’s the area we’ve got to 
get better. We were good all year, but when you’re up against the best, 
it’s a great comparison. That’s how it’s done.” 

Tampa’s power play was vicious — 1-for-2 on Tuesday and that was all it 
took — and the Hurricanes too often tested fate with undisciplined play. 

Vasilevskiy bobbled only once and the Hurricanes couldn’t capitalize, 
while Alex Nedeljkovic and Petr Mrazek each gave a game away. 

The Lightning’s top line was better, the Lightning’s fourth line was better. 

Game, set, match, series, season. 

There were still two great missed opportunities in this series: Game 1, 
when Nedeljkovic’s blunder gifted the Lightning a win, and Game 4, when 
the Hurricanes and Mrazek collectively collapsed after getting four past 
Vasilevskiy and taking a two-goal lead on the road. 

On such delicate fulcrums, a playoff series can pivot. Especially against a 
team as experienced as the Lightning, a power play as clinical, a goalie 
as unflappable. 

“We’re very close,” Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal said. “Obviously we 
had a strong season. We had a solid playoffs. We couldn’t quite pull it 
together here at the end, close to the end, I guess. We still have a lot of 
really good young players that get it and are understanding the game and 

understanding how to win. We still have to find a way to be better in all 
aspects.” 

The Hurricanes worked too hard over the course of a shorter-than-usual 
but harder-than-usual season to win the division to be summarily 
dismissed like this, and above and beyond the missed opportunities in 
this series, an even bigger one will loom in memory for a while. 

The eventual survivor of this division always had a case to make as the 
best team in the NHL, having emerged from the Carolina-Florida-Tampa 
crucible; only the eventual winner of the Colorado Avalanche-Vegas 
Golden Knights series can argue. Whoever it was that emerged from this 
series was going to feel very good about its chances if the New York 
Islanders indeed close out that series. (The Bruins would be a different 
story for the Hurricanes, perhaps not the Lightning.) 

Anything can certainly happen in the postseason, but the Islanders and 
Montreal Canadiens don’t appear to be at the same level — especially 
now that the Lightning has Nikita Kucherov back, salary cap be damned. 

The Hurricanes may have been superior over the long haul of the regular 
season, but the Lightning were a little bit better in every way in the 
postseason. There’s no getting around that, no excuses to be made, no 
mystery about it now. 

The regular-season success was a huge step forward but there’s so 
much work still to be done. 

And there are difficult decisions to be made. Dougie Hamilton has almost 
certainly played his last game for the Hurricanes, and possibly Jordan 
Martinook, Brock McGinn and Mrazek as well. Even Brind’Amour isn’t 
under contract for next season, although owner Tom Dundon would be 
insane to let it come to that. 

Still, it won’t be the same. Nor should it be. 

“There’s a next step we have to find,” Brind’Amour said. “That’s what’s 
left.” 

Wherever they thought the bar was set, as a Stanley Cup contender, the 
Hurricanes learned in the hardest way they aren’t in a position to clear it 
yet. The way this series went, the way it ended, left no doubt. 
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Heroic effort from keeper Alex Nedeljkovic not enough as Hurricanes’ 
season ends 

 

By Chip Alexander 

June 08, 2021 05:57 PM, Updated 9 hours 33 minutes ago 

 

Carolina Hurricanes face the Tampa Bay Lightning in Game 5 of the 
Stanley Cup playoffs 

The Carolina Hurricanes did all they could to keep their season alive 
Tuesday. 
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They competed hard, played with desperation against the Tampa Bay 
Lightning. Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic, given the start in Game 5 of the 
playoff series, made some huge stops. Forwards Vincent Trocheck and 
Nino Niederreiter, coming off injuries, gamely played. 

But the Lightning again proved to be too good, and especially goalie 
Andrei Vasilevskiy, as Tampa Bay clinched the series with a 2-0 victory 
at PNC Arena as Vasilevskiy had 29 saves. 

“It feels pretty bad right now,” Canes forward Sebastian Aho said. 
“Maybe tomorrow, or in two days, I can give you a better answer. I don’t 
feel good right now. It sucks.” 

Bradyen Point’s power-play goal in the second period gave the Lightning 
a 1-0 lead that Tampa Bay took into the third. Fourth-line forward Ross 
Colton then snapped a shot from the right wing that beat Nedeljkovic to 
the glove side at 9:04 of the third for a two-goal cushion. 

With the Canes unable to solve Vasilevskiy, who allowed four goals in 
Game 4 and showed some vulnerability, there would be no comeback. 
PNC Arena eventually fell silent. 

“I think our group in general, I thought there wasn’t a whole lot of waver 
in this room, with COVID coming through and guys stepping up, injuries, 
it was a group that just get working,” Canes captain Jordan Staal said. 
“That’s always been our identity in Carolina. I think the guys brought that 
every game.” 

In winning the series in five games, the Lightning won all three games on 
the Canes’ home ice. The Canes’ lone victory came in Game 3 in Tampa, 
and they led 4-2 in Game 4 before the Lightning surged to a 6-4 win that 
gave Tampa Bay the 3-1 series lead. 

“I’m always proud of these guys,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. 
“You come to work and have a group of people that leave it out there. ... 
But we’re obviously disappointed. This is not what we set out for. We 
wanted to win it all.” 

Point’s goal, his eighth of the playoffs, came at 4:06 of the second and 
moments after Vasilevskiy’s biggest save. The Canes had a shorthanded 
rush and Trocheck ripped a shot from the right circle, but Vasilevskiy got 
across to make the save and keep PNC Arena from really rumbling. 

The Lightning dominated special teams in the series. The Canes were 2 
of 14 on the power play. 

Carolina defenseman Brett Pesce was injured in the third period, taking 
an elbow to the head from Ondrej Palat and being taken to concussion 
protocol. But the Canes, trailing 2-0, could not convert on the power play. 

“We’ve got to get better,” Brind’Amour said, already starting to look 
ahead. “Your depth, there’s always a weakest link that you can have. 
You have to find what that is and get better at it. We definitely have great 
pieces here, talent wise and people wise. We have to keep those in tact, 
and if there’s areas to get better, we’ve got to find them and get better at 
it.” 

Despite losing all three at home, the Canes faithful showed up en masse, 
something that at the outset of the playoffs was in doubt based on state 
and league regulations. The players noticed. 

“It was amazing. I enjoyed moment to see fans out there, especially here 
in the PNC seeing all the Caniacs supporting us,” Aho said. “It’s such a 
loud barn. It makes the game even better and feels amazing.” 

An obviously disappointed Staal preferred to look forward at the bigger 
picture. 

“There’s a bright future here,” Staal said. “It’s all good stuff. Carolina 
throughout the league is making a name as a team hard to play against.” 
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The Hurricanes’ core players hope to improve on a 2-2 record in 
elimination games 

 

BY LUKE DECOCK 

 

RALEIGH-For the first time this postseason, the Carolina Hurricanes face 
elimination Tuesday night, and this group’s record under such 
circumstances is decidedly mixed. 

On the good side of the ledger, there’s the 2019 first round against the 
Washington Capitals, when the Hurricanes won Game 6 at home and 
Game 7 on the road (in double overtime) to knock off the defending 
Stanley Cup champions. 

The last two times the Hurricanes’ season was on the line, they went 
relatively meekly: A 4-0 home loss to the Boston Bruins in 2019 to get 
swept out of the conference finals, a 5-1 loss to the Bruins in the Toronto 
bubble last August to lose in five games. 

So now they face the same situation — at home this time, down 3-1 to 
the Tampa Bay Lightning, in Game 5 — albeit in a series that has had a 
very different character than either against the Bruins. As a franchise, the 
Hurricanes have a 9-6 record in elimination games since moving to North 
Carolina. They’ve twice come back to win down 3-2, but never 3-1. 

“Obviously we dug ourselves a hole and it’s time to dig out of it,” 
Hurricanes forward Jordan Martinook said Tuesday morning. “It’s time to 
treat every shift like it’s the most important shift and do everything you 
can to keep moving forward here.” 

If anything, this series has been closer to the Washington series, which 
included two overtime games against the defending champs. That series 
had a couple blowouts, which this one has not, and the home team won 
every game in that series until Game 7 while the road team has already 
won three times in this series. 

Still, the Hurricanes outscored the Capitals 21-20 over the seven games; 
the Lightning were up 12-9 on aggregate through four games of this 
series and the first three games were all one-goal games, one decided in 
overtime. 

As was the case in the first round against the Nashville Predators, there 
hasn’t been much separating these teams on the scoresheet, even if 
Tampa Bay’s power play has been the biggest factor, exponentially so, in 
the series on the ice. 

All of which is to say, if the Hurricanes looked like the more experienced 
postseason team against the Predators, especially in Games 5 and 6, the 
Lightning has looked that way in the second round. 

That didn’t happen overnight; the Lightning’s core group is playing its 
18th playoff series over the past eight years. This core Hurricanes group 
would only be considered inexperienced in the playoffs against a team 
like that. It is playing its seventh series in three years, has a Game 7 road 
win and two sweeps to its credit and is 5-4 in overtime. It’s no longer a 
bunch of first-timers; the rhythms and swings of the playoffs — like facing 
elimination at home — should be nothing new. 

Not that there are any guarantees with that — Tampa is still only two 
seasons removed from being swept out of the first round by the 
Columbus Blue Jackets as the best regular-season team in the NHL — 
but it can potentially make a difference in games like this. It certainly did 
in Game 4, when the Lightning weren’t rattled when they fell behind 4-2 
and the Hurricanes were when Tampa stormed back to make it 5-4 in a 
flash with three goals in less than five minutes, and then quickly 6-4. 

The next best thing to avoiding elimination games is winning them; the 
Hurricanes had a chance to bolster their resume in that regard Tuesday 
night, a logical and realistic next step in this team’s postseason 
progression — if it’s going to continue to progress this spring, that is. 
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Injured Hurricanes trio expected to take warmups Tuesday, status 
remains uncertain 

 

BY LUKE DECOCK 

 

RALEIGH-The status of injured Carolina Hurricanes forwards Nino 
Niederreiter, Vincent Trocheck and Warren Foegele remained in doubt 
Tuesday ahead of Game 5 against the Tampa Bay Lightning, with 
Niederreiter and Trocheck hoping to test things out in warmups and 
Foegele “50-50,” according to Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour. 

Niederreiter, who suffered an injury in practice before the series, was 
back on the ice for practice Monday. Trocheck injured his right leg in a 
collision with Foegele in Game 2 and has not played since, while Foegele 
suffered a shoulder injury in Game 3 and played in Saturday’s 6-4 loss in 
Game 4 that put the Hurricanes down 3-1, but not effectively. 

“Everyone’s going to go in the warmup and we’ll just see where we stack 
out,” Brind’Amour said Tuesday morning. 

The three forwards combined for 47 goals in the regular season and 
Trocheck had been one of the Hurricanes’ most dynamic players in the 
postseason before getting hurt. 

NED IN NET? 

Meanwhile, Brind’Amour for the first time in the playoffs declined to name 
a starting goalie ahead of the game, although the expectation was that 
Alex Nedeljkovic would be back in net after Petr Mrazek allowed six 
goals in Game 4. 

“We could go either way,” Brind’Amour said. “Paulie (Schonfelder), our 
goalie coach, had a lot of influence on that. He does every time. That’s 
basically how we decide.” 

THEY SAID IT 

“It bothers a lot of people, and that would probably be the number one 
reason. Everybody wants to ask about it and it just gives me pleasure.” 
— then-North Carolina football coach Larry Fedora in 2014, refusing to 
name a starting quarterback 

“I think I’ll let you guys marinate on the goalie. Add a little excitement to 
the day.” — Brind’Amour on Tuesday, refusing to name a starting 
goaltender 

TAILWINDS 

Tampa Bay has a 10-0 all-time series record when going up 3-1. The 
Lightning has needed six games to close out the last three. ... The Bolts 
are 5-3 in series-clinching games over the past two postseasons. ... The 
Hurricanes are 2-2 all time in Game 5s down 3-1. … Hurricanes captain 
Jordan Staal was not a finalist for the Masterton Trophy, which honors 
perseverance and dedication to hockey. He was a finalist in 2018. The 
Norris Trophy (best defenseman) finalists will be announced Wednesday 
and the Jack Adams Award (best coach) on Friday. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: Every possible Stanley Cup playoff 
matchup we could see in the last two rounds, ranked 

 

By Sean McIndoe  

Jun 8, 2021  

  

We’re making our way through the second round of the playoffs and, it’s 
probably fair to say it’s been a mixed bag so far. Some of the games, 
especially in the West and Central, have been a relentless adrenaline 
rush of high-octane hockey. Other games, especially in the North, have 
been, uh, not that. But that’s OK, because the beauty of the first two 
rounds of the playoffs is that there’s always something for everybody. 

Great. What’s next? 

Within days, we’ll be moving forward to the next round, and that’s where 
the spotlight gets brightest. We won’t have multiple games a night to 
choose from. No more flipping back and forth, or abandoning a boring 
game for a more interesting one. Once we get to the third round and 
beyond, you can’t push any matchup to the background. They’re all front-
and-center, all of the time. So they’d better be good. 

Will this year’s matchups be good? We don’t know exactly what they’ll be 
yet, but the possibilities are narrowing. With last night’s elimination of the 
Jets, we’re down to seven teams. If you run the combinations, that gives 
us six potential round three pairings that are still in play, and a dozen 
more in the Stanley Cup Final, for 18 possible matchups that could be in 
our future. 

Only three of those will actually happen, but I believe in being prepared. 
So today, let’s look at each potential matchup that’s still on the table, and 
rank them from the least appetizing to the ones we should all be rooting 
for. Will you agree with each and every ranking? (Checks list.) Yeah 
actually, you will, I think I pretty much nailed it. 

A quick spoiler alert: Most of these are actually really good. We could be 
in for a really fun final month. Let’s start getting ahead of ourselves… 

18: Canadiens vs. Islanders 

The matchup: An Islanders team with the reputation for trying to grind out 
boring 2-1 wins that put everyone to sleep faces off with a team that 
actually does that. 

Or as we’d call it: The Pierre Turgeon Cup. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: This matchup doesn’t happen. 

History: They’ve faced each other in the postseason four times, most 
recently in the 1993 conference finals that nobody remembers. That’s 
weird, right? Those Habs were a team of destiny and the Islanders were 
a classic underdog story and they met in the conference final, and I have 
zero recollection of any of it. This might be a me problem. 

Worth considering: Look, a win is a win and we know that defense is 
what works in the playoffs. And it’s not like either of these teams plays a 
boring, passive trap. They forecheck relentlessly and battle for every inch 
of the ice, and on a certain level that’s brilliant hockey to watch. Maybe if 
you millennials didn’t grow up on video games and need the instant 
gratification of “goals” and “scoring chances” and “entertainment”, you 
could actually appreciate real hockey. 

But yeah, this would be completely unwatchable. 

Overall rating: C-. The odds of us getting this as a Final are roughly 90 
percent, by the way. 

17: Hurricanes vs. Bruins 

The matchup: A matchup that’s great on paper but hasn’t been very good 
in reality gets a third straight chance to live up to the hype. 

Or as we’d call it: The Glen Wesley Cup. No? Dougie Hamilton maybe? 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: After having their season ended by the Bruins in 
short series in each of the last two years, Carolina shows that they’ve 
learned something and show up ready to give Boston a tougher fight. 

History: The 2019 and 2020 series lasted a total of nine games, with 
Boston winning eight of them. They have two other meetings in the 
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Hurricanes era, which they’ve split, plus two more from the Whalers 
days. 

Worth considering: The 2019 series was a bust, with Boston outscoring 
Carolina 17-5. Last year was better with four one-goal games. But, for 
some reason, these two teams don’t seem to click when it comes to 
classic playoff excitement. Third time’s the charm? 

Overall rating: C+. Honestly, this wouldn’t be awful. If it’s the second-
worst matchup to look forward to, we’re in decent shape. 

16: Canadiens vs. Lightning 

The matchup: The defending champs face the postseason’s best 
underdog story. 

Or as we’d call it: The rematch of the series that gave us the stupid awful 
no-good offside review. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Can a team with a top goalie and a commitment to 
defense shut down an opponent with arguably the most firepower in the 
entire league? Sigh, let’s pretend we don’t already know the answer is 
yes. 

History: They’ve faced off in the playoffs three times, including back-to-
back meetings in 2014 and 2015, the latter of which still haunts us to this 
day. Habs fans might also recognize Ryan McDonagh and Mikhail 
Sergachev, so that’s fun. 

Worth considering: These two teams are normally in the same division, 
and the Lightning are 10-1-1 against Montreal over their last three 
seasons. 

Overall rating: C+. Am I holding a grudge over the offside thing? 
Absolutely, thanks for noticing. 

15: Islanders vs. Hurricanes 

The matchup: A rematch of the 2019 second-round series that, uh, 
wasn’t good. 

Or as we’d call it: The Sebastian Aho “There Can Be Only One” 
Showdown. 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: This would absolutely have the potential to be the 
“Holy crap both of these fan bases are having a contest to see who can 
be the most insane at their home games” series of the playoffs. 

History: The 2019 matchup was their only one, even dating back to the 
Whalers era. 

Worth considering: Here’s my big concern. If this series happens, it 
means that the Islanders survived a war against the Bruins and the 
Hurricanes fought back from down 3-1 to the Lightning. Would either 
team have anything left? 

Overall rating: B-. You could have some fun with a storyline of a Barry 
Trotz team trying to shut down a high-powered offense. But if you’re into 
that, the Islanders may have better opponents than the Hurricanes 
lurking. 

14. Bruins vs. Golden Knights 

The matchup: Two teams with recent Cup Final losses, one of which 
would get another one. 

Or as we’d call it: The Battle of the Black and Gold? I don’t know, these 
can’t all be winners. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: The Bruins went full neon for a game at a ski resort, 
imagine what they’d do for a Cup Final in Las Vegas. Oh, the games 
would probably be good too. 

History: They’ve played each other six times ever, I’m not sure what to 
tell you. 

Worth considering: The Bruins were rumored to be in on Alex Pietrangelo 
before he chose Vegas in the offseason, while the Knights apparently 
dropped in on the Taylor Hall bidding at the last minute at the deadline. 

Overall rating: B. I’m not saying I want to see the Vegas pre-game knight 
fight a live bear, I’m saying I need to see it. 

13. Islanders vs. Lightning 

The matchup: Arguably the two best coaches in the league, and the 
teams that play pretty much exactly how they want them to. 

Or as we’d call it: A rematch of last year’s Eastern Conference finals. 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: Last year’s matchup wasn’t great — remember that 
weird 8-2 opener? — but it got good near the end, with a pair of overtime 
decisions to close it out. 

History: Apart from last year’s meeting, they’ve had two other playoff 
series. The Lightning have won them all. 

Worth considering: It would be fun for Islanders fans to squint at the 
Lightning blue-and-white uniforms, pretend they’re the Leafs, and just 
boo the crap out of Steven Stamkos. 

Overall rating: B. This one’s a lot like a few other Islanders matchups 
we’ll meet, but those would come in the Final so we’ll nudge this one 
down a few slots. 

12. Golden Knights vs. Canadiens 

The matchup: The league’s oldest team against its newest. (Settle down 
Kraken fans, you don’t count yet.) 

Or as we’d call it: The Max Pacioretty/Nick Suzuki Revenge Series 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: Like a few of these matchups, this one would be the 
Habs trying to shut down a team with lots of offensive firepower. That’s 
an interesting angle, but what would really drive the narratives here 
would be Pacioretty and Suzuki, who were traded for each other in 2018. 
Plus it would be cute when Tomas Tatar tried to tell us he was in that 
deal too but nobody noticed. 

History: Nothing apart from that trade. 

Worth considering: Rough series for the “you need an established stud 
center to win” crowd. 

Overall rating: B. Bonus points for Carey Price trying to get to his first 
Final by beating the best French-Canadian goalie of his generation. 

11. Golden Knights vs. Islanders 

The matchup: A fan base that saw a dynasty and then decades of 
irrelevance faces one that hasn’t tasted either extreme. 

Or as we’d call it: Barry Trotz vs. The Golden Knights for the Cup, the 
rematch 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Like a lot of these potential Islanders matchups, it 
involves them trying to shut down their opponent, not quite being able to, 
and then New York saying “OK, we can score too” and unleashing 
Mathew Barzal and friends. 

History: None for the teams, although Trotz having beaten the Knights in 
the Final just three years ago would add a bit of spice. 

Worth considering: There’s also the Robin Lehner factor, although we’d 
need him to get back into the starter’s net for that to have much impact. 

Overall rating: B. Let’s address the elephant in the room: This is turning 
into a rough column for Islanders fans. I’m sorry guys, I didn’t plan it this 
way. There just aren’t any matchups on the Islanders’ horizon that really 
stand out. If it’s any consolation, the hockey gods hate me so this 
basically guarantees your team is going to win the Cup in an all-time 
classic everyone will love. But yeah, might as well get the last one out of 
the way while we’re at it … 
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10. Avalanche vs. Islanders 

The matchup: Lou Lamoriello gets his rematch from the 2001 Cup Final. 

Or as we’d call it: The Semyon Varlamov Revenge Series. Unless he’s 
not playing, in which case I guess it’s the Devon Toews Revenge Series. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: See Islanders/Golden Knights. 

History: Uh … Dale Hunter was once on the Avalanche? I got nothing. 

Worth considering: Varlamov is the key here since the idea of a goalie 
facing the team that let him walk with a Cup on the line is hard to resist. 

Overall rating: B+. Drop it down a few spots if Ilya Sorokin shows up to 
ruin our narrative. 

9. Avalanche vs. Bruins 

The matchup: Two teams that realized it’s a lot easier to build a Cup 
contender when your all-world players are willing to play for a cap hit of 
$6 million. 

Or as we’d call it: Winner Gets Custody of Ray Bourque’s Retired 
Number 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: I feel like some fans might be a little disappointed 
that we weren’t getting a Central vs. West Final, but this series could be 
great. The Bruins have been to the Final three times in the last decade 
and they’ve all been classics. 

History: None to speak of apart from the Bourque trade, although the 
Bruins did once kick an old coach to Colorado. 

Worth considering: Nazem Kadri vs. the Bruins. (shudders) 

Overall rating: B+. Also, some of us have been doing the “Taylor Hall to 
Colorado” bit for like three years now with no luck, so him scoring the 
Cup-winning goal to beat the Avs would be a nice touch. 

8. Hurricanes vs. Avalanche 

The matchup: Two pretty fantastic teams. We don’t have to overthink all 
of these. 

Or as we’d call it: Nordiques vs. Whalers in the 1986 Adams Division 
semi-final. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: This could be so much fun. Both teams can fly, 
there’s a ton of offensive skill, and both coaches seem like they’re one 
bad week from flipping a table during a post-game zoom meeting. 

History: Nothing much, although they were a game away from meeting 
for the 2002 Cup. 

Worth considering: It would be fun to hear Pierre McGuire explain how 
these two teams playing in the Final somehow proves that analytics don’t 
work. 

Overall rating: A-. We’re into the A-tier, where you could move any series 
up or down a few spots and nobody would argue with you. 

7. Canadiens vs. Avalanche 

The matchup: A clash of styles, and probably a big mismatch according 
to the oddsmakers, who are never wrong. 

Or as we’d call it: The Patrick Roy Cup. 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: Roy himself shows up, slips behind the Montreal 
bench as if he’s the coach, yells at all the Avs young players for 
celebrating wrong, tries to fight both goalies, and gets thrown out of the 
building before the anthem. Not once, I mean that all happens before 
every game. 

History: The Habs and Avs have never met in the playoffs, but in a 
different era they had one of the most brutal rivalries in NHL history. 

Worth considering: A reader suggested that the Avalanche show up for 
Game 3 in Montreal wearing their Nordiques throwbacks and now I can’t 
think of anything else. 

Overall rating: A-. By the way, this would be the Avs’ first trip to the 
conference finals/semi-final in 20 years, which seems like it can’t be right 
but is. 

6. Lightning vs. Bruins 

The matchup: Hello old friends. 

Or as we’d call it: The Atlantic Division championship. 

When it could happen: Third round. 

Best-case scenario: Remember last season, when these were the two 
best teams in the league and some of you were hyperventilating about it 
in your weekly power rankings right before the league shut down? A lot 
like that, minus the shutdown part. We hope. 

History: The Bruins won a seven-game conference finals classic in 2011. 
They’ve had two more meetings since, including last year, with the 
Lightning winning both in five games. 

Worth considering: Boston won the opener last year, then had a shot at a 
2-0 series lead in overtime of Game 2. Tampa got the winner and swept 
the rest of the way, but it was that close to getting very interesting. And 
remember, Boston didn’t have Tuukka Rask for that series. 

Overall rating: A. This one would have the potential to be great, and it’s 
kind of a shame it can’t happen in the Final. 

5. Canadiens vs. Hurricanes 

The matchup: The team that always positions themselves as gritty 
underdogs against the team that actually is one. 

Or as we’d call it: The Team Chaos dream matchup 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Pretty much what I laid out in that Team Chaos post, 
maybe minus the Storm Surge stuff depending on how much of a 
stomach you have for outrage. (We absolutely need them to do the 
Storm Surge stuff.) 

History: More than you’d think, including a bitter 2006 matchup and the 
more recent Aho offer sheet weirdness. 

Worth considering: Goaltending would be a cool subplot, as we’d get a 
team that went relatively cheap on the position and has started an 
unheralded rookie for some of its run facing a team with the most 
expensive goalie in the league, one who gains spooky superpowers as 
games get more important. 

Overall rating: A. Bring the chaos. 

4. Golden Knights vs. Hurricanes 

The matchup: Two very good teams that would have had to claw back 
from a two-game deficit in their second-round series. 

Or as we’d call it: Every Annoying Traditionalist Canadian’s Worst 
Nightmare 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Both teams try to play a smart, structured style, but 
every now and then you see them go “Screw it, you want to go, let’s go” 
and unleash turbo mode. It would be cool to see that for seven straight 
games. 

History: Absolutely none, which would be half the fun of it. 

Worth considering: You know that annoying thing the media does for 
every non-traditional market where they go “Wow, this building is so loud 
in the playoffs, how impressive?” This time it would actually be true. 
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Overall rating: A. Seriously, a lot of the potential Stanley Cup Final 
matchups are really good. I feel weird even mentioning this. Is this like a 
no-hitter in progress where we should all just shut up? Editors, please 
delete this post. 

3. Lightning vs. Golden Knights 

The matchup: Do you like super-good hockey teams? Oh cool, you’re in 
luck. 

Or as we’d call it: The Salary Cap’s Worst Nightmare. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Remember when the Lightning played that first 
game against the Panthers and it was so good that everyone lost their 
minds? Imagine that, but for seven games and the Panthers are way 
better. 

History: This was one game away from being the 2018 Cup Final, but 
alas. 

Worth considering: Seriously, one of these teams used injured reserve to 
skirt the cap all season long and it was totally fine, the other had games 
in the last week where they had to play one line and two subs like they 
were a beer league team on Labor Day. This league is weird. 

Overall rating: A. The fact that this isn’t a slam dunk number one pick is 
kind of crazy. The next two rounds could be really, really good. 

2. Canadiens vs. Bruins 

The matchup: Only the single most enduring rivalry in the modern era. 

Or as we’d call it: Don Cherry’s Revenge 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: I’m not completely sure, but it probably involves one 
team taking a crucial too-many-men penalty. 

History: Oh, just a bit. These two teams almost always deliver something 
memorable, whether it’s a Game 7 overtime or just some old-fashioned 
bad blood. They’ve met in the playoffs 34 times, including one stretch of 
nine straight years in the 1980s and 90s. But they haven’t met in a Final 
since the 1970s Habs dynasty, and with the current playoff format, this is 
the only year it could ever happen. 

Worth considering: Also, every Leafs fan you know would be even more 
despondent than they are right now. So that’s a plus. 

Overall rating: A+. I don’t even care if it’s not a great matchup on paper, 
the history here would make this amazing. 

1. Avalanche vs. Lightning 

The matchup: They’re good. 

Or as we’d call it: The “Just Hook It Into My Veins” Final. 

When it could happen: Stanley Cup Final. 

Best-case scenario: Millions of sports fans around the globe who think 
hockey is boring tune in for five minutes, get hooked on how much fun 
hockey can be and become fans for life. 

History: None between these two teams, so instead let’s point out that 
we’ve never had a Final matchup between the reigning Presidents’ 
Trophy winner and the defending Cup champs. 

Worth considering: Yes, I know it would inevitably end up being a sweep 
where every game was 3-0, look just let me have this. 

Overall rating: A+. Please hockey gods, just one time. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Golden Knights’ experience advantage has Avalanche on 
brink 

 

Mark Spector @sportsnetspec  

June 9, 2021, 1:36 AM 

 

The Colorado Avalanche are on the clock. 

On the clock to prove they’re not just a roster full of regular season 
danglers. On the clock to prove they are not a bunch of “morning glories,” 
as Pat Quinn used to say, describing players who were fantastic at the 
morning skate but not nearly as effective come crunch time. 

Colorado has all the skill and superstar nameplates, but not enough of 
what Vegas has right now. The Avs are great when the going is light, 
when the free-flow game is zipping up and down the ice. 

When it comes time to win, however, they aren’t ready. Not like the 
Vegas Golden Knights are. 

The Golden Knights know what it takes, and how to get it done. They 
have a goalie who makes sure he is the best guardian on the ice when 
the chips are down — even after letting in a softy Tuesday — and a 
roster full of players who don’t make the fatal mistake that Colorado 
made three times in losing Game 5 

Colorado? They wish they had what Vegas has, a savvy feeling of 
experience that helped them to erase a 2-0 deficit after two periods, and 
win Game 5 in overtime on Mark Stone’s goal. 

“Let’s be honest — that game should have been over after two,” admitted 
Stone, whose team hung around just in case Colorado felt like tossing it 
away, and were in perfect position to accept the opportunities when the 
Avalanche did just that. 

A giveaway by Andre Burakovsky on the kind of play that should never 
be made when you’re up 2-0 early in the third. Alex Tuch made it 2-1. 

Then Gabriel Landeskog — the captain, for Pete’s sake — makes a 
lateral pass on a four-on-two break that is behind Ryan Graves, hits his 
heel and goes the other way for a three-on-two goal. 

In a game of inches, Landeskog gave the Golden Knights a few feet. 
Maybe a few yards. 

It was the kind of pass that experienced, winning captains do not make 
— can not make — but he made it, and his team is now on the brink. 

In the opening minute of overtime Graves had a shot blocked, then made 
the brutal mistake of reloading and failing once again to get the puck 
through. Next thing he knew he had a front-row seat for Stone’s top shelf 
wrister, yet another goal that came seconds after an Avalanche player 
had full control of the puck with a reasonable amount of time to make the 
right decision. 

Inexcusable? 

If it is, head coach Jared Bednar considers his leaders too fragile to say 
so. 

“I would say, I loved the way we played tonight. I loved it,” said Bednar, 
who got zero results out of challenging his top players after Game 3, so 
clearly has chosen to stroke them instead. “We were aggressive, on our 
toes, playing to win the game. To our identity. 

“I didn’t think we had a lot of turnovers tonight. But we had three and they 
led to our goals against.” 

Colorado was 31-1-1 when leading after two periods in the regular 
season. They were 3-0 in the playoffs. 

But they choked on Tuesday night. With due respect to Vegas, the Avs 
choked on this game big time. 

“We’re here in this position because of our depth,” said Vegas coach 
Pete DeBoer. “The ability to play four lines, six defencemen, and our 
goaltender was outstanding tonight. 
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“You’re coming into a building where this team hasn’t lost (in regulation) 
in 20-something games. That’s two-and-a-half months of hockey. We 
knew there would be moments we’d have to weather the storm. To bend 
but don’t break. It was a great road game, and we found a way to win in 
overtime.” 

And the Avalanche found a way to lose it. 

I know, it sounds like we’re not giving enough credit to Vegas, and they 
deserve plenty. But teams that have regular-season success like 
Colorado had, and then cough up third-period leads in the playoffs, are 
flawed. 

Now, like the Toronto Maple Leafs, this Avalanche team has to prove that 
they are not flawed beyond repair. 

That they can be more like Vegas. 

“We’ve been a team for four years, we’re resilient,” said Vegas winger 
Jonathan Marchessault, a true gamer. “We don’t sit back. We knew we’d 
have a chance if we came out hard in the third period. Good teams find a 
way to win a game.” 

And team that finds a way to lose this game? 

What is it we say about them? 
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Sportsnet.ca / Lightning prevail on grind, experience in tough series vs. 
Hurricanes 

 

Eric Francis @EricFrancis  

June 8, 2021, 11:37 PM 

 

To suggest he was relieved would be inaccurate, because he knows 
there’s still plenty of work to be done. 

But ask Jon Cooper about the latest test his club just passed and the 
Tampa Bay Lightning coach is quick to point out its magnitude. 

“I’ve been very fortunate to coach in a few playoffs now and those are 
two of the toughest rounds we’ve ever faced,” said Cooper following a 
five-game series win over the Central division-leading Carolina 
Hurricanes, capped off by a 2-0 road victory on Tuesday. 

“It was a hell of a grind to get out of this division.” 

On paper, the Lightning sure didn’t make it look that way. 

After finishing off their upstart state rivals Florida Panthers in six, they 
made quick work of the league’s third-place finisher with three road wins 
in a building that witnessed just three regulation setbacks all season 
long. 

Remaining Time -2:56 

Lightning exchange handshakes with Hurricanes after five-game series 

But don’t be fooled – every game against Carolina was a grind. 

Every game could have gone either way, but it was the defending 
champs whose experience, depth and poise wound up being the 
difference. Throw in world-class netminding and a power play operating 
at 41 per cent, and it’s easy to see why the Lightning are heavy 
favourites to roll past the winner of the Bruins/Islanders series next. 

This team has come an awful long way since an opening-round sweep by 
Columbus made the 2019 Presidents’ Trophy champions a punching bag 
during that summer’s NHL Awards show. They haven’t lost a series 
since, and when you look at how they’re constructed, one wonders how 
they can possibly be stopped from repeating. 

“We’ve got a lot of confidence in our group,” said Brayden Point, whose 
game-winning goal was his eighth of the playoffs, putting him on pace to 
eclipse his tourney-leading 14 from a year earlier. “I think we had a pretty 
good regular season where we were kind of building to this. We got some 
guys back in the lineup that definitely helped. It’s just a belief in our 
group. We’ve got four lines, solid defence and great goaltending. But this 
is not the end goal – there’s still so much work to be done. We can’t be 
too high here.” 

Remaining Time -1:08 

Point fakes out Nedeljkovic, roofs it on the backhand 

Those players who returned to the lineup in time for the playoffs just so 
happen to be a former Hart Trophy winner (Nikita Kucherov) and a 
former Rocket Richard Trophy winner (Steven Stamkos). 

It meant a former top-six fixture like Tyler Johnson was suddenly a 
fourth-line luxury alongside Pat Maroon, who’s gunning for his third-
straight Cup. 

On Tuesday, they took their turn being difference-makers with a solid 
game, capped by a third-period insurance marker from rookie linemate 
Ross Colton. Earlier, Maroon drew the penalty that led to Point’s opening 
goal. 

Fresh off completing his fourth-straight season atop the NHL wins 
column, Andrei Vasilevskiy made 29 saves in the shutout, marking the 
third-straight series he’s clinched with a goose egg. His brilliance was on 
full display early in the second period of a scoreless game when a 
spectacular glove save robbed Vincent Trochek on a 2-on-1 while the 
Canes were short-handed. 

Fantasy Hockey Playoffs Bracket 

Think you know how this year's playoffs will unfold? Before every round, 
from Round 1 to the Stanley Cup Final, predict the winners and number 
of games for each series and answer a few prop questions. 

Forty seconds later, the puck was in the back of Carolina’s cage, 
courtesy of a nifty backhand-to-forehand-to-backhand move by Point in 
tight. 

“The power play was huge for us in these playoffs and sometimes 
mistakes are going to happen and that was one of them,” said 
Vasilevskiy of the game-changing minute. “I just tried to get across as 
fast as possible. (Trochek) made a good shot and I tried to react. It was a 
knuckleball and I got it with my glove. After that save we scored – we 
helped each other.” 

That’s what these Bolts do – they work as a unit that allows the big boys 
to take charge with impressive regularity, while also being able to rely on 
their depth charges on other nights. Their coach knows what a luxury that 
is, while others refer to it as downright daunting. 

With crowds theoretically becoming more and more a factor in these 
playoffs, the Lightning are now 5-1 in hostile environs. 

“The road is a tough place to win, you’ve got to tip your hat to the guys – 
they won three games in this building and that’s not easy,” said Cooper. 

“It’s leadership, but I think the big thing is experience. We’ve been down 
this road. There’s a formula in place and you need the players to execute 
it. I’m proud of their effort.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Troy Stecher guided by divine hand en route to gold with 
Canada 

 

Iain MacIntyre @imacSportsnet  

June 8, 2021, 8:35 PM 
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VANCOUVER – In the final words to his son, discovered in a letter 
written before he died suddenly last Father’s Day, Peter Stecher told his 
youngest boy, Troy, how proud he was about his son making the NHL, 
but that there would be more obstacles to overcome. 

“How there’s no straight road in this world,” Troy Stecher shared with 
Sportsnet last summer. “There are always going to be bumps and 
bruises and you just keep going through it.” 

That advice has carried Stecher through the 12 months since then. 

Think you know how this year's playoffs will unfold? Before every round, 
from Round 1 to the Stanley Cup Final, predict the winners and number 
of games for each series and answer a few prop questions. 

It was with him last fall when the Vancouver Canucks surprisingly balked 
at re-signing their home-town defenceman and Stecher, 27, chose to be 
part of a Steve Yzerman’s rebuilding Detroit Red Wings team that 
finished 27th in the NHL the previous season. 

And Peter’s words resonated at the world championships in Latvia, 
where Troy was one of the leaders on a largely anonymous Canadian 
team that lost its first three games before incredibly roaring to the world 
title. Team Canada upset Russia, the United States and Finland in its 
final three games, twice winning in overtime and claiming a spectacularly 
improbable gold medal on Sunday. 

“It’s been very difficult mentally,” Stecher said of the last year. “(But) just 
to win right before Father’s Day — we’re coming up on a year now since 
my dad’s passing — I really couldn’t imagine a better ending to the 
season. Being able to represent my country and the winning goal, 
coming from behind, you can kind of break down every single instance 
where it felt like there was something tragic or not going positively and 
then it all ended up working out. You could say that about the 
tournament, you could say that about my season. More than anything, 
I’ve learned a lot about myself as an individual.” 

Stecher has started working with renowned sports psychologist Saul 
Miller, talking to him about hockey and his dad, who died suddenly of 
complications from diabetes at age 65. 

“I talked to my brother and sister right after (the gold-medal game) and 
they were saying how proud Dad would be,” Troy said. “I don’t know 
spiritually if he was there or not, but for my own personal sake, I imagine 
he was and that’s all the comfort I need.” 

There certainly seemed to be a divine hand guiding Stecher in the 
quarterfinals against Russia when the defenceman from Richmond, B.C., 
brilliantly set up Andrew Mangiapane’s winner in overtime by pulling the 
puck between his own skates to embarrass Ivan Morozov, then badly 
fooling defenceman Nikita Nesterov before passing across the 
goalmouth. 

Until they lost to Canada, the Russians had looked untouchable. Stecher 
pulled off the same drag move at practice the day before and Team 
Canada assistant general manager Shane Doan urged him to try it in a 
game. Nobody figured it would be the next day, in overtime, to beat 
Russia. 

“It’s amazing how many thoughts go through your mind at that moment,” 
Stecher said. “It seems like it’s going so fast, but it’s really like kind of 
slow motion. The game before against Finland, I was in the situation 
Mangiapane was in (with the puck on the rush), and I hit Maxime 
Comtois late as the trailer and he got his shot blocked. So when I got the 
puck (as the trailer) from Mangiapane, I knew that their forward was 
going to sell out just to block the shot because you’re in a desperate 
situation. Once I froze him, then the Shane Doan thought came into my 
head, and then the instincts kicked in and I pulled it off and just kind of 
blacked out from there. I’ve thought about it a little bit since then. That 
will for sure go down as my nicest highlight when my hockey career is 
over.” 

An ardent Canucks’ fan growing up, Stecher was invited to the worlds by 
former Vancouver star Roberto Luongo, Team Canada’s GM. Both are 
active on Canucks Twitter, which knows Stecher as “Troy from 
Richmond.” 

“I actually missed his call when I was having breakfast in Detroit, but I got 
a text from the same Fort Lauderdale number,” Stecher said. “When I 
called him back, I said, ‘Is this Roberto Luongo?’ He said: ‘Yeah, is this 
Troy from Richmond?’ We had a good laugh. Obviously, he’s got a big 
personality on Twitter so (the conversation) kind of flourished right away 
from there we just kind of got down to business. 

“Just Lou being Lou, I couldn’t say no. As everybody knows, I was a 
diehard Canucks fan so that was such a unique experience to be able to 
converse with him and get an invitation from him. At the same time, I 
knew how big an honour it is to represent Canada.” 

Stecher was part of the previous Canadian team at the worlds, in 2019, 
which lost the final 3-1 to Finland in Slovakia. He and Adam Henrique of 
the Anaheim Ducks were the only returning players from that team. 

Unable by COVID restrictions to leave their hotel in Riga except for 
practices and games, the Canadians spent hours getting to know each 
other in the players’ lounge, Stecher said. 

He became especially close with Mangiapane, the Calgary Flame who 
surprised everyone but Stecher in the Canadian contingent by calling him 
“Tony.” 

That little-known nickname from the Canucks originated from Stecher’s 
pro hockey debut with the Utica Comets in 2016. The Toronto Marlies’ 
game sheet that night erroneously listed him as Tony Strecher. Utica 
assistant coach Nolan Baumgartner began calling him Tony, and the 
nickname moved to the Canucks with Stecher when he was promoted to 
the NHL after only four games in the minors. 

Mangiapane learned the nickname from Flames Jacob Markstrom, Chris 
Tanev and Josh Leivo, all ex-Canucks. To pass time in the bubble, 
Stecher said he and Mangiapane FaceTimed Tanev and Milan Lucic, the 
Flame who trains with Stecher in the summer. 

“I’ve definitely made a new friend for life,” he said of Mangiapane. “It was 
awesome that we could connect there for a game-winning goal — a guy I 
used to hate playing against when I was in Vancouver. 

“It’s just funny with hockey players, you hate each other on the ice and 
then you get traded or you come together on a team like Canada. . . and 
it’s like you kind of forget about the hatred that you had and become 
really good friends. That’s the thing I’ll remember most — the 
relationships I’ve built with those guys, and then capping it off with gold.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators’ Brown, Paul hope to bring golden-goal magic to 
Ottawa next season 

 

Wayne Scanlan  

June 8, 2021, 1:46 PM 

 

Connor Brown had his hands all over Canada’s gold-medal win at the 
world hockey championships. 

Brown set up all three goals in a 3-2 victory over Finland, but his 
resounding tweet was about his partner in crime. 

“Nick Paul does it all,” Brown tweeted to the world, following Sunday’s 
overtime win. 

That saying, we are discovering, was born in the Ottawa Senators 
dressing room this spring and made it all the way to Latvia for the worlds. 
It was Senators teammates Brown and Chris Tierney who started the 
“Paul does it all” mantra. At times, Paul is simply called ‘Does it All,’ for 
his all-round play up and down Ottawa’s lineup. 

If Paul “Does it All,” Brown predicted it all. As Brown and Paul were 
warming up for the finale, Brown told Paul about this “crazy feeling” he 
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had. “This game is going to overtime and I’m passing you the winner,” 
Brown said. 

Paul replied: “That sounds great, but let’s try to get it done before then so 
we don’t have to get the nerves going.” 

“It ended up happening, which is crazy,” Paul said in an interview 
Tuesday. 

You know how it played out because you’ve watched the replay a 
hundred times — Paul and Brown breaking up ice during the 3-on-3 OT, 
the lefty Paul passing to the right-handed shooting Brown on the left; 
Brown using his skate to control the puck before sliding a forehand pass 
through the crease to Paul. Paul tapped home the Golden Goal. 
Madness ensued. 

“He told me I was getting the winner, so I had to put it in his skates, so it 
would follow through, right?” Paul laughs. “If I had given him a good pass 
it might not have worked out.” 

Though Brown was usually lined up with Adam Henrique and Andrew 
Mangiapane, to form an explosive line for Canada, Gerard Gallant and 
his staff used Brown and Paul as one of the OT forward pairs because 
they knew the two had chemistry as teammates and as a penalty-killing 
tandem. They were also in on eight of Canada’s nine playoff goals. 

“We read off each other so well, we communicate,” Paul says. “When the 
coach called the pairings and we were together, we kind of looked at 
each other and knew we were going to get it done. Brownie is an 
amazing player with amazing skill, he’s fast — and on that big ice, we 
were excited. We wanted to be out there and we wanted to be the 
difference.” 

It was a surreal finish for two under-appreciated players who grew up in 
Toronto’s west end. Paul, 26, was up and down between AHL 
Binghamton/Belleville and Ottawa so many times between 2015-19 he 
only wishes he could have claimed air miles instead of road miles. He 
cleared waivers several times before finding a regular spot as a glue-guy 
forward in 2019-20 — his perseverance paying off in the Senators’ 2020-
21 nomination for the Masterton Trophy. He produced 20 points and was 
rock solid as a defensive winger and centre. 

“Being up and down in the ‘A’ for five years and to keep pushing and 
pushing, and to have a year like I did this year was just unbelievable… 
going over and winning gold and scoring the game winner — I’m going to 
need a bit of time to take it all in.” 

On Monday, back home, Paul had a pinch-me moment. 

“Getting all the messages from family and friends and all the hype behind 
it… I was unpacking and I took out my gold medal and I’m like — this is 
crazy. This is such an amazing moment. And to share it with all these 
Ottawa guys, like Connor and JBD (defenceman Jacob Bernard-Docker) 
and all the support staff is amazing.” 

That massive Senators contingent included team doctor Tim Cregan, 
equipment manager John Forget, assistant equipment man Alex 
Menezes and athletic therapist Dom Nicoletta. 

Connor Brown’s breakthrough has been just as dramatic. Though he was 
appreciated by those in the know with the Toronto Maple Leafs from 
2015-19, he was let go via trade with Ottawa in 2019 because of 
Toronto’s salary cap issues. That trade, which brought the RW Brown 
and defenceman Nikita Zaitsev to the Senators for Codi Ceci and Ben 
Harpur, as the main names in the deal, may go down as one of Ottawa’s 
best. The Leafs, meanwhile, could have used Brown’s will and firepower 
in a first-round playoff loss to the Montreal Canadiens. 

When the Senators didn’t make the playoffs, Brown, Paul and JBD said 
yes to Canada and made the most of what was a challenging experience. 

Brown said there were times when the hotel lockdown was tough on 
players’ mental health, especially when Canada started the tournament 
0-3 and needed help to qualify for the medal round. 

“We thought we had the best team in the medal round, but we needed 
that opportunity,” Brown said in an interview with Sportsnet. 

Canada followed a hard road, through Russia, USA and Finland to win it 
all. 

All Brown did was lead the tournament in scoring with 16 points while 
establishing an all-time Canadian record at the worlds with 14 assists. 
Not bad for a “defensive forward.” 

To paraphrase Bobby Ryan, Brown came in hot to Latvia. 

With the Senators, Brown, 27, exploded out of his defensive duties to 
lead Ottawa in goals with a career-high 21 in 56 games. He was second 
in points with 35. His 17.1 shooting percentage was second only to Josh 
Norris. 

Five of Brown’s goals came shorthanded, the most in the NHL. Brown 
and Paul were a regular PK tandem and Brown led the team in 
shorthanded time on ice. Being opportunistic while a man short is a 
mindset, Brown says. 

“When we don’t have the puck we are playing our spots and when we get 
it we think, ‘Go!’” Brown says. “You often get into situations with a 
forward back on defence or an odd-numbered rush, two on one, it really 
is an opportunity.” 

“Not only that, it puts them on their heels and makes them think about us. 

“With the PK, you think about kill percentages but if we score five to 10 
shorties as a group in a given year that brings that percentage up. I think 
it’s an underrated part of the kill.” 

From late March to early April, Brown’s Sherwood Code V stick was so 
hot at even strength and while shorthanded, it’s a wonder it wasn’t 
declared illegal. Once renowned for missing on breakaway opportunities, 
he was pouring pucks into the net — setting a Senators record with goals 
in eight straight games. Shades of his 45-goal, 128-point season with the 
OHL Erie Otters in 2013-14. 

Considering he started most of his shifts in the defensive zone, his 
offensive turnaround was all the more remarkable. 

Brown says he put so much emphasis on the defensive side of his game 
early in his career to earn the trust of his coaches that it took away from 
his scoring. 

“I’m starting to learn that being a good defensive player doesn’t actually 
take anything away from your offence — just play with the puck a little 
more. Confidence is a big thing as well.” 

This is a big summer for Brown. In August, he is getting married, and 
hopes it will be a semi-normal wedding event as Ontario starts to open 
up from the pandemic. 

A rest is certainly in order, for Brown and Paul and their world 
championship colleagues. 

Team Canada will want to keep these two in mind for future fixtures, 
perhaps even an Olympic spot as one of the worker bees. 

Brown says he hopes he gets to suit up for Canada again. Paul, of 
course, was a world junior player for Canada in 2015. 

“I think I proved myself a little bit and hope to get another opportunity, at 
a worlds or other events,” Brown says. 

Playing with Anaheim’s Henrique and Mangiapane of the Calgary 
Flames, Brown says he took on “the role of feeder and the line just 
clicked.” 

Mangiapane was named tournament MVP. As the leading IIHF scorer, 
Brown could just as easily have won that award. 

On a young team, wearing an ‘A’ for Canada, Brown took on a big role, 
including half-wall duty on the power play. It’s something he hopes to 
pick up on when he suits up for the Senators in the fall. He had just one 
power-play goal for Ottawa this year, but has the potential to score more. 

“I think it’s going to be great, I’m looking forward to it,” Brown says of the 
upcoming season with a Senators team that surged in April and May. “I’m 
looking to expand my offensive game to be honest. And hopefully find 
some new levels.” 

Brimming with newfound confidence, Brown and Paul can’t wait to get 
the party started in Ottawa this fall. 
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Which third-round matchup should Montreal want? 

 

By Travis Yost 

Travis Yost 

 

The biggest story in the National Hockey League is easy. It’s the 
Montreal Canadiens and their Cinderella run through the North Division. 
Their effort has been remarkable; their goaltending even better. 

What makes Cinderella stories so captivating? They usually burn out 
over time, the result of teams having to face increasingly difficult 
competition. 

That is what makes the Canadiens so fascinating. However bullish or 
bearish you are on the Toronto Maple Leafs, they were a clear favourite 
in Round 1 after finishing 48 goals better than the Habs in the regular-
season standings. 

Toronto’s stars didn’t show up in the first-round series, and the defensive 
mistakes were there in spades. Montreal applied the requisite pressure – 
and capitalized on the opportunities they had – en route to the upset. It 
was a total team accomplishment. 

Then the Canadiens improved upon that, sweeping the Winnipeg Jets in 
stunning fashion. 

Montreal deserves immense credit. They also are going to have a 
serious jump in competition in the next round. Whether it’s the Colorado 
Avalanche or Vegas Golden Knights, it’s likely Montreal will be facing the 
best team remaining. 

Colorado (+64) and Vegas (+67) led regular-season goal differentials by 
a considerable margin. There are no weaknesses on either roster, and 
their series deadlock at two games apiece seemed inevitable. I’ve said it 
before, but the pace of this series is unlike anything we have seen in 
recent history. 

It is a fascinating thought exercise to consider which matchup makes 
more sense for the Canadiens. Styles make fights. So, if you are a 
Montreal Canadiens fan eager to see your team through to the Stanley 
Cup, which of the two would you most want to play? 

The upside of playing Colorado 

Since we are really talking in relative terms, it’s impossible to ignore what 
Vegas has done to Colorado in this series. Despite the series being tied, 
Vegas has absolutely pulverized the Avalanche at even strength – a core 
competency of the Canadiens. 

I’ve shown this graph a couple of times, but the Avalanche are in the 
middle of a beating the team hasn’t seen in years: 

What has been true about Colorado for a couple of seasons now – 
unwavering dominance at even strength – has run into a wall. 

The Avalanche have employed a punishing degree of speed, 
complementing their star power up front, to pummel teams in the 
offensive zone. 

This season alone they finished a jaw-dropping 868 shots better than 
their opponents – Montreal (+449) and Vegas (+359) were also in the top 
five, if you want to understand just how extraordinary that 
accomplishment was. That volume turned into goals more often than not, 
with the Avalanche scoring 139 even-strength goals (second in the 
league). 

Few considered the possibility of a team being able to neutralize 
Colorado’s speed, but Vegas has in considerable fashion. The Avalanche 
blueline has been unable to deal with the Golden Knights’ forecheck. 

This does not look like the same team that was 868 shots better than 
their opponents in 56 regular-season games. I pay specific attention to 
the Nathan MacKinnon line, which has had a difficult time against the 
Mark Stone line. 

In 33 head-to-head minutes, the Avs’ big line has fought to break-even, 
and has yet to score a single goal against Vegas’ top line. 

Colorado does have the requisite depth to overcome a top line’s 
struggles, but not in a matchup against Vegas. While the MacKinnon line 
has had very limited success at even strength (some positive minutes 
there against the Jonathan Marchessault group), the rest of the team has 
been taken to the woodshed. Colorado’s middle-six forwards in particular 
have spent the entire series in the defensive zone, and the non-Cale 
Makar blueline pairings have too. 

All this to say: If Colorado doesn’t have the puck, they look a lot less 
lethal. We weren’t sure if any team could slow them down, but the 
Golden Knights have done just that. And if you are Montreal – a very 
strong even-strength team in their own right – that’s intriguing. 

Vegas may not have the most talented roster, but they certainly appear 
to be the most structured and disciplined team left. We’re seeing what 
that sort of combination can do to talent – even talent as great as 
Colorado’s. 

You didn’t forget about this game, did you? 

The Golden Knights may have looked the better of the two sides in this 
second-round matchup, but there is plenty to fear about playing the 
Avalanche. Chief among those components: Colorado’s star power can 
be overwhelming, and Vegas has a history now of struggling to find 
scoring in the postseason. 

The first point is rather straightforward. The MacKinnon line – save 
maybe the Connor McDavid line in Edmonton – has been the most 
electric scoring trio in the league for some time. Colorado doesn’t even 
have to be playing particularly well for MacKinnon’s line (he’s generally 
played with Mikko Rantanen and Gabriel Landeskog) to explode. 

Offensively, they really are without comparison. Consider their offensive 
production as a unit over the league relative to league averages at even 
strength: 

Finding a team equipped to handle that level of offensive volume is rather 
difficult. It usually relies on an elite possession team with strong 
goaltending behind it, and nothing less than that. 

The other obvious component of concern playing the Avalanche: their 
power play is absolutely terrifying. They have twisted the penalty kills of 
St. Louis and Vegas into pretzels, scoring on a whopping 41 per cent of 
their opportunities this postseason. 

Of course, this is a carry-over from the regular season, where the 
Avalanche were one of the most productive teams up a man – a stark 
contrast from Vegas’ mediocrity there:  

There is too much speed and shooting talent on the Avs power play to 
close down all attacking options, and even if you had the personnel to 
effectively rotate in the defensive third, the puck movement is too fast. 

Ultimately you get an Avalanche power-play unit that is generating heaps 
of shots against overburdened goaltenders, with plenty of those shots 
coming from the circles and the low slot area (via HockeyViz): 

Every team would be fearful of Colorado’s prowess here, but perhaps 
doubly so for Montreal – the Canadiens finished just 25th in the league 
on the penalty kill, conceding 8.1 goals per 60 minutes there. Said 
another way: Montreal’s penalty kill seems capable of handling a 
middling Vegas power-play unit, but Colorado is another story. 

In many ways, selecting the preferred opponent for Montreal may be an 
exercise in splitting hairs. The Canadiens will be a considerable 
underdog in either series, but with all four lines clicking and a future Hall-
of-Fame goaltender in net, the Canadiens have a puncher’s chance. 

The question is: Which of these two teams do you want in the ring? 
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Kylington, Oduya helping to grow hockey in Africa 

 

By Salim Valji 

 

On the same weekend the second round of the Stanley Cup playoffs was 
being played in North America, a different hockey game featuring NHL 
talent was taking place in a large parking lot on the streets of Nairobi, 
Kenya. 

Twenty-four-year-old Calgary Flames defenceman Oliver Kylington and 
39-year-old Johnny Oduya, who played 850 games in the NHL from 
2006-18, were in the East African country playing roller hockey with 
locals and the Kenya Ice Lions, the nation’s only team playing organized 
hockey. 

The pair of defencemen also donated equipment through sponsors, 
visited neighbourhoods and met with locals. 

To plan the weekend, Kylington and Oduya collaborated with the Ice 
Lions, who play in a country that has just one ice hockey rink. It’s located 
in a hotel but has been shut down for more than a year due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Comprised of mainly adult males, the Ice Lions compete in intrasquad 
games and bring in guest players to participate as well. 

“We brought these plastic pucks and they were shooting and guys were 
going down, blocking shots with no equipment,” Kylington said from 
Nairobi. “I would never see a Swedish kid do that. We’re like, ‘What is 
going on here?’”  

“It’s almost like watching a Stanley Cup Final,” said Oduya, who was 
born in Stockholm and won Stanley Cups with the Chicago Blackhawks 
in 2013 and 2015.  

“They’re playing on the street on a Sunday for three hours. It’s 
fascinating.’” 

Kylington and Oduya have known each other since Kylington’s father 
introduced them when he was around eight years old. Oduya became a 
big brother to Kylington, someone with many shared experiences as a 
fellow hockey-playing Swede with African heritage. Kylington’s mother is 
from the Eastern African country of Eritrea, while Oduya’s father is from 
the Luo tribe of Kenya.  

After meeting, they've gone on to train and vacation together over the 
years. Now, they are trying to grow the sport together on the continent of 
their ancestors. 

“It’s been mind-blowing meeting people and seeing that passion for 
hockey in their eyes,” Kylington said.  

This was the first time he’d been to Africa since he was 10. 

“It’s been really humbling to see where the kids playing here have grown 
up,” he said. “You get a lot of perspective. You realize quickly not to take 
things for granted.” 

Recently, Oduya created a sports performance brand called Atunya, a 
word from the Luo tribe which means relentless. 

“So, like the action of the lion,” Oduya said, “I wanted to tie it in and try to 
open up quite a segregated game, which hockey is.” 

Three years ago, the Ice Lions were flown to Toronto to play their first 
organized games and met Pittsburgh Penguins captain Sidney Crosby 
and Colorado Avalanche star centre Nathan MacKinnon. A video 
documenting that trip went viral. 

Now, the NHLers are coming to them. 

“They put on a huge show,” Ice Lions coach Tim Colby, a Canadian 
diplomat, said. “They brought tons of gear and jerseys. Things like that 
are really inspiring for the team.” 

He was also impressed with how Oduya and Kylington genuinely wanted 
to learn about the country’s life and culture. Kylington did much of the 
legwork in terms of arranging donations and organizing logistics. 

“Oliver asked tons of questions about life here,” Colby said. “Neither of 
them wanted to leave.” 

Colby has witnessed firsthand the power of hockey in shaping lives and 
the influence of having the likes of Kylington and Oduya involved in 
developing the sport in Kenya. It allows participants to dream big, not just 
in sports but also in other areas of their lives. 

“The players just see the world differently when they start playing,” he 
said. “The world now is no longer just Nairobi. It’s not where they live. All 
of a sudden, they have a chance to go somewhere internationally…at 
least you have the opportunity to think that way now.” 

Chances are Kylington, Oduya and Colby will find themselves together 
on that same parking lot in Nairobi for puck drop again in the near future. 

While their first voyage to Kenya was short, Oduya and Kylington plan to 
return in a year to bring even more gear, play more games, and further 
integrate into the culture. 

Their ultimate goal is to introduce Africans to hockey, both for exercise 
and as a tool for social mobility. 

“It’s a way for them to come to the rink, stay out of trouble, and do 
positive things,” Oduya said. 

For both of them, it has meant even more than that. 

“I would say it’s been the best trip of my life so far,” Kylington said.  

“I’m taking a lot with me. It’s been amazing. It’s so hard to put into words. 
For me as a grown-up now, coming back to Africa, you understand more 
about stuff in life. You’re seeing what people really fight for and how 
hockey can bring joy to them. It’s amazing and unbelievable to see that 
passion…just them loving the game.” 

“You get touched emotionally in a different way when you’re there,” 
Oduya said. “In some ways it’s challenging to visit, but there’s so much 
enthusiasm from them. The kids we met have the mindset of possibility.” 
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USA TODAY / Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy fined $25,000 for ripping refs, 
calling Islanders 'New York Saints' 

 

Scooby Axson 

USA TODAY 

 

Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy ripped the officials after their 
Game 5 Eastern Conference playoff loss Monday to the New York 
Islanders, saying the refs are getting tricked into thinking the Islanders 
don't commit penalties.  

"This is my take on it: We're playing a team that has a very well-
respected management and coaching staff. But I think they sell a 
narrative over there that it's more like the New York Saints, not the New 
York Islanders," Cassidy said. "They play hard and they play the right 
way, but I feel we're the same way. And the exact calls that get called on 
us do not get called on them, and I don't know why." 

The NHL fined Cassidy $25,000 for his comments on Tuesday.  

The Bruins lost the game 5-4 and trail in the best-of-seven series three 
games to two. Game 6 is Wednesday in New York. 

Boston was whistled for four penalties in Game 5, three of which were 
converted into power play goals by the Islanders.  
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"They've done a great job selling that narrative that they're clean," 
Cassidy said. "They play a hard brand of hockey. But they commit as 
many infractions as we do. Trust me. It's [just] a matter of calling them." 

Islanders head coach Barry Trotz was asked about Cassidy’s comments 
and didn't have much to say about it. 

"You’ll have to ask him about that," Trotz said. "Just look where we 
wound up during the year, we were one of the least penalized teams in 
the whole league. So, I don’t know what he means by that, you’ll have to 
ask him." 
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USA TODAY / How Canadiens, on brink of elimination in Round 1, are 
now hottest team in NHL playoffs 

 

MIKE BREHM   | USA TODAY 

 

The Montreal Canadiens were one of the busiest teams during the 2020 
offseason and the key theme was acquiring former Stanley Cup winners.  

Tyler Toffoli was brought in for a top-six forward role. Joel Edmundson 
bolstered the defense. Corey Perry was added for the taxi squad and 
eventually the fourth line. Goalie Jake Allen provided solid backup for 
Carey Price during a compressed season. 

But it took time to come together. The Canadiens had to make a 
coaching change. They had to take a break because of COVID-19 
protocol. They had no fans in their arena until Game 6 of the first round. 
They were the last to clinch a playoff spot. They were on the verge of 
elimination, down 3-1 in the first round to the Toronto Maple Leafs, whom 
they finished 18 points behind. 

But now they're the first team to reach the semifinals after rallying past 
Toronto and sweeping the Winnipeg Jets for a seven-game winning 
streak in which they have never trailed, a span of nearly 438 minutes. 

How the Canadiens reached the third round for the first time since 2014: 

Considering Price's strong play, it's easy to forget he struggled early in 
the season. 

His save percentage was .898 in January and .880 in February. About a 
week after the Canadiens replaced head coach Claude Julien with 
Dominique Ducharme, they fired longtime goalie coach Stephane Waite 
and promoted Sean Burke to director of goaltending in early March. 

The moves worked as Price had a 1.87 goals-against average and .931 
save percentage in March before he suffered a concussion in April that 
kept him out until the playoffs. 

Price upset the Pittsburgh Penguins last season in the qualifying round 
and has been a force again this postseason with a 1.97 goals-against 
average and .935 save percentage. 

"With the goaltending that they have, any breakdowns, he's putting out 
those fires," Jets captain Blake Wheeler said. "We just couldn't get the 
first goal, and that plays into their hands." 

Good mix of players 

Rookie Cole Caufield didn't make the postseason lineup until the third 
game. 

But the 2021 Hobey Baker Award winner kept Montreal alive in Game 5 
by picking off a pass and starting a 2-on-0 break that led to Nick Suzuki's 
overtime goal. He assisted on Suzuki's power-play goal in Game 3 
against the Jets and set up Toffoli's series-clinching overtime goal in 
Game 4. 

"He’s just a great player," Toffoli said. "Every time the puck is on his 
stick, something good happens." 

Caufield and fellow 20-year-old Jesperi Kotkaniemi (four goals) give the 
Canadiens impressive youngsters to go with their veterans. The 
Canadiens can roll four lines and get contributions from everyone. 

"We’ve got a tight group and we’ve been playing our best hockey when 
everyone’s doing his own role," said shutdown center Phillip Danault. 

GM Marc Bergevin's moves pay off 

Toffoli had 28 goals in the regular season and has four goals and 10 
points in the playoffs. 

Perry is part of an effective line with trade deadline acquisition Eric Staal. 
Those two and Joel Armia have combined for eight goals and 20 points. 

“That line has been one of the best lines in the playoffs, heavy and 
grinding and big for us,” captain Shea Weber said. 

Edmundson has played about 22 minutes a game and defenseman Erik 
Gustafsson, picked up at the trade deadline, scored the opening goal 
Monday night. 

“We’re all playing our best hockey at the right time and we just have to 
keep going," Toffoli said. 
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